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Abstract
A class of explicit multistage time-steppiug schemes with ce_tered
spatial differencin 9 and multigrid is considered for the compressible
Euler and Navier-,'_tok'es equations. These schemes are the basts for
a family of computer program.s (flow codes with. multigrid (FLOMG)
series) currently used to soh;e a wide range of fluid dynamics prob-
lems, including internal and exteT_tal flows. In this paper, the com-
ponents of these multistage time-stepping schemes are defined, dts-
cussed, and in many cases analyzed to provide additionali_tsight into
their behavior. /,'pecial emphasis is git, elt to numerical diss'qmtiolt.
stabihty of Runge-Kutta schemes, and the converqence-acceleration
techniques of multigrtd and implicit residual smoothing. Both the
Baldwin and Lomax algebraic equilibrium model and the Johmson
and King one-half equatio_ nonequilibrtum model aTr used to _slab-
lish turbulence closu_r, lmphmentatiolt of these models is described.
1. Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a multidi_il)lina.ry field involving fluid mechanics,
numerical analysis, and computer science. The evolution of CFD over the last three decades has
fostered a broad range of methods for computing the a.erodynamics of flight vehicles. At crui._"
flight conditioirs, a variety of approximate techniques are applied by the aircraft industry when
designing flight, vehicles.
With inviscid and irrotational flow a._sumptions, versatile and reliable panel methods a.nd
nonlinear potential equation mlvers are used for aircraft design. To detemfine viscotLs effects,
either an integral or finite-difference approach is employed t.o solve the boundary-layer equa-
tions. When the interaction between the viscous and inviscid flow regions is important, the
computational procedures for these regions are coupled in either the direct, mode (i.e., surface
pressure is specified) or the inverse mode (i.e., surface shear stress in the case of a _)li(] wall is
specified). Although these computational techniques are efficient and usually provide reasonable
estimates of viscotLs effects, they can be difficult, to implement for three-dimensional (3-D) flows
when strong viscou_inviscid interactions occur (such as aircraft wing and body juncture flow).
In the past. few years, substantial improvements were nlade on the ma.thenlal.ical models of
aerodynamic prediction techniques used for aircraft, design. The Euler equations allow rotational
effects (i.e., vortical structures) and nonisentropic shock waves and thus provide a better invi_id
model for flows over aerodynamic configurations. The Navier-Stokes equations model weak and
st,ton g interact.ions bet.ween vi_'ous and in vivid flow regions withou t spe ci a.1 co nsideratio n. Bot h
the Euler and the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are currently being introduced into lhe
aircraft, design process.
Progress in aircraft design can be attributed to several factors. A primary factor is the
considerable improvement in the accuracy and efficiency of numerical algorithnls used l osolve the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Another factor is the significant a.dvancenlents in computer
memo U capacity and processing times. Although new technologies in computers and compuler
science will COlllinue to help decrease processing times, the need still exisls for st.tong effort to
hlcrea_ _ the robustlless, accuracy, and efficiency of the flow solvers to allow their use in analysis
of complex fluid dynamics phenomena and aircraft design.
An ext.ensive range of numerical a.lgorithnls was developed during the last decade to solve
the guler and Navier-Stokes equations, rI'he_' numerical algorithnls can be classified by
the type of time-st.el)ping scheme and the tyl)e of spatial-discrel, ization scheme u,_d. Both
explicit, and implicit time-stepping schemes have been constructed. Explicit schemes require
less computational storage and a lower number of operations for time integration, but, have a
stricter limit on the allowable time step. If temporal and spatial differencing are decoupled,
both schemes are amenable to a variety of convergence-acceleration techniques for steady-state
problems. The explicit multistage Rung_Kutta scheme of Jameson, Schmidt, and Turkel (ref. 1)
and the implicit approximate factorization (AF) scheme of Beam and Warming (ref. 2) are two
schemes that employ temporal and spatial decoupling. The multistage schemes, in conjunction
with local time stepping and other convergence enhancements (ref. 3), and the AF scheme, with
local time stepping and diagonalization of the implicit operator (ref. 4), are efficient schemes for
the Euler equations.
Central and one-sided differench_g have been considered for the spatial derivatives in the flow
equations. When selecting one type of differencing over another, it is important to understand
the dominating design criterion for central and upwind schemes. When constructing a central
difference scheme, the principal underlying guideline is to minimize the arithmetic operation
count, while simultaneously maintaining the highest, possible accuracy. The multistage schemes
and Lax-Wendroff schemes (refs. 5-11) are currently the most widely used explicit algorithms
with central spatial differenchlg. The AF scheme is the most frequently used implicit schelne
with centered differenchlg.
A primary objective of an upwind scheme is to capture flow discontinuities such as shock
waves using the minimuin nmnber of mesh celts. To accomplish this, lnany upwind scheines
utilize tile signs of the slopes of characteristics to determine the direction of propagation of
hfformation, and thus, the type of differencing for approximatiilg spatial derivatives. Two
procedures for constructing upwind schelnes for hyperbolic systen_s of conservation laws are
the flux veclor splitting scheme of Van Leer (ref. 1:2) and the flux difference splitting scheme of
Roe (ref. 13). U pwhld schemes have become popular because of their shock-capturing capability.
Generally, upwind schemes represent shock waves wit.h two interior cells rather than the three or
four interior cells usually needed by central difference schemes. However, upwind schemes can
require as nmch as twice tile computational effort.
Multistage time-stepping schemes with central differencing for spatial discretization on both
structured and unstructured meshes are. now being used to solve the Euler equations for flows over
complex configurations, including airplanes (refs. 14 and 15). Members of this class of algorithm
have also been extended to allow the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equat, ions in
both two and three dimensions (refs. 16 and 17). Including convergence-acceleration methods,
such a.s local time stepping and constant coefficient, implicit residual smoothing (which extends
the explicit, time step limit), has made these solvers rea.sonably effective. Significant. performance
hnprovements are achieved principally by using the multistage scheme as a driver of a nmltigrid
method. The multigrid method involves a sequence of successively coarser meshes and enhances
the convergence rate and the robnstness of the single-grid scheme. In reference 18, a three-
stage R.unge-Kutta scheme with multigrid was successfiflly applied to the two-dimensional (2-D)
Navier-Stokes equations. Then, both Swanson and Turkel (ref. 19) and Martinelli and Jameson
(ref. 20) demoltstrated that the type of convergence behavior described in reference 18 could be
substantially improved. The multigrid procedure was used to solve flow over a wing (ref. 21).
Significant performance improvements detailed in reference :21 were obtained (reg. 22 and 23)
by" closely following and extending the ideas developed in the 2-D solvers (refs. 19, 20, and 24).
This paper describes an efficient and versatile class of central difference, finite-volume
nmltigrid _hemes for tile 2-I) compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The elements of
these _hemes are the basts for a family of computer codes (flow codes with multigrid (FLOM G)
series) developed by the authors that are now being used in both industry and universities.
These computer codes have been applied to numerous fluid dynamics proMems over the last
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several years, and have been employed as an analysis code ill airfoil design procedures (refi 25).
The primary purpose of thks paper ks to discuss, and in many instances, analyze, the components
of the schemes in these codes.
Sections 2 and 3 of this report give the flow equations and describe the finite-volume
formulation for spatial dimretization. Three alternatives for numerical apl_roximation of viscous
stres_ and heat flux terms art" discumed, and the influence of grid stretching oil numericM
accuracy is determined.
_ct.ion 4 of this report discuses artificial dissipation. Afl.er outlining the historical devel-
opment of a form for dissipation, the scalar dissipation model frequently used with the present
schemes is given in section 4.2. The selection of boundary-i)oint difference operators is an impor-
tant consideration for the dissipation model. Suitable operators are given, and how local mode
analysis call often provide an evaluation for a proposed boundary-point difference operator is
shown. Analysis based on considering the dissipative character of the discrete syst.em of equa-
l ions is also perforined. Section 4.5 exanl[nes the intimate conuection between the fornmlation
of an upwind scheme and a central difference scheme, and a foundation for a matrix dissipation
model is established. _'ct, ion 4.6 describes the matrix dissipation model used with lhe present
s ch enles.
Section 5 discusses the discrete boundary conditions. Section 6 defines the clas_ of explicit
multistage tinle-stepping schemes considered and sunmta.rizes their properties. Next., the
stability of 1R,unge-Kutt.a schemes for systeins of equat.iolts is examined. Subsequently, a time-
step esthnate for pseudotilne integra.tion of the flow equations is given. Since the 1.enll*ora.1
and spatial discretizations are decoupled, these explicil schemes are amena.ble to convergence-
acceleration techniques. Section 7 addresses techniques used in this report, including local time
stepping, implicit residual smoothing, and multigrid. The initial part. of section 7 indicales how
t tie discrete system of flow equations is preconditioned with local time stepping. Section 7.2 first
discusses constant coefficients for implicit residual Slnoothing, and also presents basic properties
of residual smoothing. Next, a form for variable coefficients for implicit residual smoothing
based on stability analysis of a 2-D linear wave equation is introduced. From this form, two
different formulas for variable smoothing coefficients evolve, and t.]l_e formulas are compared.
These variable smoothing coefficients still generally require a i.iIne-step est, imalc thal depends
on a. diffLLSiOn limit. The last, part of _ction 7.2 shows how to use varialde smool hing coefficients
to collstruct new coefficients thai. can allow removal of the diffusion restriction. Section 7.3
describes the basic elements of nmltigrid nlethods and delineates l.he salienl features of the
present multigrid algorithnL
_'ct, ion 8 discusses t,urbulonce modeling. Both an algebraic equilibrium model and a half-
equation nonequilibrium model are considered. Details for implementation of the tm'bulence
models are given. Section 9 states concluding remarks.
2. Mathematical Formulation
lit this section the integral form of the full Navier-St,okes equat, iolLs is defined. Boundary
conditions for lhe infinite domain prot>lem are then given to complete the general ma.thenlatica]
formulation. Section 3 discuses the discrete analogue of the full Navier-St.okes equations,
section 4 introduces the reduced form of t.he_- equa.tioIts that is frequently _)lved in aerodyna.n,ic
applications, and section 5 gives boundary conditions for the truncated (finite) domain l)rol)lel,,.
2.1. Equations
Let p denote the density, 'u att(l v represent velocity colnl)onents in tile x and y ('artesian
directiolLs, r_pect, ively: p is pressure, 7' is temperature, E is specific total internal energy, and
H is specific total enthalpy. If body forces and heat, sources are neglected, the 2-D, unsteady
Navier-Stokes equations can be written in conservative form in a Cartesian coordinate system
a.s
L-_ WdV + 9c • ndS= 0 (2.1.1)
where t is time, F is the region being considered,
W Z
pu
pv
LpEJ
puq + pe x + f . ex
] p_, q + pey + _- ey
[ pHq+?.q-Q
and
q = ue x + vey
= 6xexex + Txyexey + Tgxegex + O'gegeg
r_.u = ru_. = -A \Oy + Ox]
(o. o,,
_ v = -)' "_x + Oy ] - 2 p --Oy
(OTe_ OT e "_Q = kVT= k '+ 5- vy/
E = e + .1,-:-(u2+ v 2)
2
H=E+[
P
Here, ex and ey are unit vectors of the C,artesian coordinate system (x,y),and n isan outward-
pointing unit vector norinal to the curve S enclosing the region V. Air is the working fluid used
ha this paper. The air is assumed to be thermally and calorically perfect.. The equation of state
is
p = pRT (2.1.2)
where R = _'1' - cv, and the specific heats c t, and cv are constant. The quantities t t and A
are the first, and second coefficients of viscosity, respectively, and A is taken to be -_p (Stokes
hypothesis). Either a simple power law or Sutherland's law can be used to deternfine the
molecular viscosity coefficient p. The coefficient of thermal conductivity k is evaluated using
the constant Prandtl number assumption. The effect, of turbulence is accounted for by tLsing the
eddy-viscosity hypothesis. (See section 8 on turbulence modeling.)
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2.2. Physleal Boundary Conditions
In the contimlumcase,either anexternalor an internalflowproblemdefinedfor all infinite
domainis considered.Thus,appropriateconditiolLsat,wall boundaries,whichareassumed1o
besolid,mustbedefned. Later, in tile discretecase,finite domainsaredefined.Suitableinflow
andoutflowboundaryconditionsmustthenbedefined.
Forinviscidflows,thetangency (or nonpelietral,ion) condit.ion
q.n =0 (:2.2.1)
llllgStbesatisfied,whereq is the velocity vector and n is the unit vector nomaal to the surface.
Now, consider the vector inomentuni equation
Dq
- Vp (:2.2.:2)PDt
where Dq/DI denotes the substantial derivative of q, mid V is the gradienl operat, or. Clearly,
the substantial derivative of q • n mr}st vanish along the surface boundary. Therefore
p _+q.V (q.n)=O (2._.a)
If the inner product of the unit normal and equation (2.:2.2) is subt racled from equation (2.2.a),
then
pq.(q.V)n= n. Vp (2.2.4)
Now, consider tile transformation (x,y) -- (_,71), take 71(x,y) = cons}an1 io coincide with
the surface boundary, and note that the contrm,'ariant velocity component t'= --(,q(/,l-1)'tt +
(x£/J -1) v (where the subscripts mean differentiation and J is the transformation .I }cob}an) is
zero because of equation (2.2.1). Then, from equation (2.2.4)
1
'"'-(4+:4) (2.2.5)
For viscous flows, the nonpenetration condil, ion (eq. (2.:2.1)) and the no-slip condition
q. t = 0 (2.2.6)
(where t is tile unil vector tangent t,o tile surface) must be satisfied. In addition, a boundary
condition is required t.o determine the surface temperature. For this boundary condition either
the wall l,emperature is set to a specified value or the adiabatic condition
Q -n = 0 (2.2.7)
is imt)osed, where Q is the heat flux vector given in equation (:2.1.1).
3. Spatial Discretization
A finit.e-voluIne apl)roach is applied to discretize the equations of illotion. The COlnI)Utat ional
domain is divided into quadrilateral cells that are fLxed in l, ilne. For each cell, the governing
eq u atiolt_ c an b e nondilnensiona.lized an d written in int.egral form a.s follows:
0 /j Wd,rdY+/ (Fd!l-Gda')= v/_MJ,_(F, '
"_. ). . 9. R_ d!l- G,, dx) (3.1)
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whereQ is a genericcell(or cell area)with Of 2 the cell bomldary. In the scaling factor for the
viscous terms on the right side of equation (3.1), the quantities 7, M, and Re are the specific heat
ratio, Math number, and Reynolds number, respectively, with M and Re defined by nominal
conditions. These factors arise because of the choice of nondimensionalization of tile equations.
Tile flux vectors are defined by
pu 2 + p
F= [ puv
[_ pull
pv 1
L pvH
(7"d.
Txy
ua_. + yrs. v - k _7-]--Ox J
GU Z o ]7yx_y _T
ury_, + vcru - t-.-7
The independent variables x, y, and t are nondimensionalized a_s
lref
//
y_-_--
lref
t = t U,ref
lref
where _tre f --- X/iVref/Prel', and the tilde in this section represents a dimensional variable.
Examples of a reference length are the chord for an airfoil and the throat height for a nozzle
flow. The thermodynamic variables p, p, aim T and the transport coefficients p and k are
nondimensionalized by their corresponding quantity evaluated at. some reference condition. The
velocity components are scaled by Uref, and the total quantities E and H are scaled by _2 For
- _ ref'
external flows, the nominal conditions are based on free-stream values, and for internal flows,
the nominal conditioi_s are based on stagnation values.
Partition the computational region with quadrilaterals and apply equation (3.1) to each
quadrilateral. This process is equivalent to performing a mass, momentum, and energy balance
on each cell. A system of ordinary differential equations is obtained by decouplhlg the temporal
6
and spatial terms. In particular, consideran arbitrary quadrilateral (fig. 1, AB('D), and
approximate the line integrals of equation (3.1) with the midpoint rule. Let the indices (i,j)
identify a cell. Then, by taking Wi,j as the cell-averaged solution veclor, equation (3.1) can t)e
written in _midiscrete fonn as
d
-_7(QijWi,j) + £Wi, j = 0 (3.2)
where Qi,j "IS the area of the cell, and £ is a spatial discretization operator defined by
/_ = /_(' + /_D + £AD, with the subscripts C, D, and AD referring to convection, diffusion,
and artificial dissipation, respectively. The convective fltLxes at. the cell faces are obtained by an
averaghlg process. The convectiw, flux balance is computed by' smnming over the cell faces as
4
£c'Wio = _-_(Yc)t Sl
I----I
(3.a)
with the flux tensor associated with convection given by ()r(,)i = Fle.r + Gle.q, and for each cell
face 1. the directed length S t is expressed as
S I = (Ay)lex -- (,AX)leq (3.4)
where the proper sigrLs of (Aar)/ and (Ay)/ produce an out.ward normal 1o the cell face. The
augmented, convective flux tensor is eva.luated as
1
(-T(')l = 7(W-q - + W+q+)/+ Pl (3.5)
z
!
j+l C
J A
i-I i
Figure 1. Finite-volume discre|ization.
i+l
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where
Pt= [0 (Pavg)lex (pavg)/ey ((pq)avg)l] T
(p_vg)_= ½(p- + p+ )l
1
((Pq)avg)/ = _(P-q- + P+q+)/
and the superscripts minus (-) and pins (+) indicate quantities taken from the two cell centers
adjacent to the edge I. The symbol q denotes the velocity vector. In this section, the subscript
avg always refers to the simple average defined in equation (3.5) for a given edge I.
The contribution of the diffusive fluxes in equation (3.2)is evaluated as
4
£,DWi,j = E (.TD)I. SI
l=l
(3.6)
where S t is given by equation (3.4), and (,TO) t = (Fv)/ex + (Gv)/ey. First-order spatial
derivatives are in the flux vectors Fv and Gv. In tile present finite-volume method, these
derivatives are determined using Green's theorem. For example, consider the cell face BC in
figure 1. The contributions us: and u v to the viscous flux across BC are approximated by their
mean values as follows:
= ua. dx dg(ttx)i,j+l/2 ----(_x)B(' t
=_-_"r/m, udv (3.7)
("._)i,j+l/2 = (_.)Bc = 57 ,
= - u dx
Y
"uu dx dy
(3.8)
where Q' is the area of an appropriate auxiliary cell.
Three alternatives for computing the diffusion-type terms have been considered. The first.
two approximations for a diffusive flux are obtained with finite-volume methods, and the third
approximation is determined with a frequently used method based on a local transformation of
coordinates. A comparison is now made between these three choices.
For the comparison, consider the molecular transport processes associated with cell face BC'
for the x-momentum equation only. Let gOB(: = [(5rD)B(, • SBC]2 --_--(er a. Ay -- rVa. AX)B(,. In
one finite-volmne method the integration path AIBICtDt (fig. 1) used hi references 16 and 26 is
considered. Applying the midpoint rule for the required line integrals results in
gOB(' = [OlIli,j+lQt + 02_ti,j + (P3"UB + 04u( ']
//avg
+ _ [O._,,,j+, + 0_,,,,j + 07,'_ + Os,_('] (3.9)
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W he r e
Ol =
02 =
03 -----
04 =
05 =
06 =
07 =
08 =
It/3
'It(" --_
4
AyBC AYB_CI + AXB(, AXBiCr
4
AYB(' AYDL4t + AXB(' Ax lY.4r
4
"_ AYB(' AyAIBr + .._X B(' Ax.4rBI
4
"_ AyB(_ Ay(,_ly + AxB(' _xCtDr
AyB(' AXBI(_ -- _XB( : AYBI(q
2
7_ _YB(' _X DIAt -- _X B(' _ YDI.4 r
2
_AyB(' AX AI Br -- A XB(' AyAI Br
_YB(' _'r(_I)t -- _XB(' _Y('fD'
1
7 (uij + _*i+l,j + t,,ij+l + ,,i+l,j+l)
1
"_ ('uij + Ui-l,j -4- ui_j+l + Ui-l,j+l)
with VB and v(, defined similarly and
:__XB(, = x(,-- x B
-_Y B(' = Y('-- YB
1
p_,,_ = -_ (t, i,j + t'id+l)
Qt 1 (Qij + Qij+I)
=7
Martinelli (ref. 27) introduced a, different integration path for calculating the viscous terms
(delineated a.s BF('I:2 in fig. 2). Integrating around the boundary 13FCE with the trapezoidal
rule results in
(3.10)
9
/
B
A
Figure 2. Alternative integration path for l)hysical diffusive fluxes.
where
AXEF = xi,j+l -- Xi, j
AyEF = Yi,j+l -- Yi,j
and f{' is the area of the region enclosed by BFC'E. The area ftt' is given by
f/n 1
= 7_(Ax('B AyEF -- AXEFAY('B)
All other quantities ill equation (3.10) are defined the same as in equation (3.9). The form of
rPB(. given by equation (3.10) is much more compact, requiring fewer arithmetic operatiol_s than
the form of q_B(' given by equation (3.9).
A third approach for computing the diffusion-type terms is based on a local transformation
from Cartesian coordinates (x, y) to arbitrary curvilinear coordinates ((, 71). Derivatives with
respect, to x and y are expanded according to the chain rule for partial differentiation. The
resulting relation for q_B(' is as follows:
where
ttavg 4
+ "-'_- [(.-_AyB('Y,, + AxB(,X,,) 'u_ + (2_yB('X,I-- A_rBCY,,) V_]B( '
x( = Ax(, B
y( = Ay(, B
xt/ = _XEF
Yq = _YEF
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(3.11)
With a uniformlyspacedcomputationaldomain(A( = ATI= 1), (_B(: in equation (3.11)is the
same as (I)B(, in equation (3.10), except, for the area factor. For a Cartesian mesh, the expressions
for (I)B(' in equal.toiLs (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11) are equivalent,. If the st.reamwise-like differences
associated with the viscous flux quant.ities are neglected, which is the thin-layer Navier-St.okes
assumption, only the terms inside the first set. of brackets are retained.
Note thai with the thin-layer formulal.ion, there are vinous cont.ributiol_ to the filches at
faces B(' and DA only. The following vector approximates the integrand of the right side of
equation (3.1)at cell faces BC and DA:
(Pl =
0
rl
r2
UavgT-1 + Vavgr2 + 0
Whe r e
7-1 -- tlavg
Qavg (01uq -- 02'v'/)
t'_,_ (0a*,',/- 02u,i)
r2- Q_vg
0 -- IV Qavg
01 = 4!l_+x'_
1
02 = -xUl_
4 2 2
04 = "_ +YZ
Unless otherwise indicated in lhe text, the thin-layer form of the equations is solved.
Significant differences in the numerical solutions have not been observed when applying the
three methods for approximating the diffusive t.enns. Notable differences in the nmnerical
solutions were not expected when solving tile Navier-Stokes (thin-layer or full) equations on
sufficiently smooth meshes (i.e., meshes without kinks or sudden jumps in mesh int.ervals). In
this paper the integration path of Martinelli (ref. 27) is used in the finite-volume method for
computing the viscolts fluxes. With this choice of integration path (ref. 27), the mean values of
the viscous stresses for a given cell edge are obtained at. the midpoint of the edge, even when
there is a. kink in the grid. Tiffs is nol true for the path u_d in equation (3.,0). Also, with the
integration path of equation (3.10), there are fewer aritlunetic operations required than with the
path of equation (3.9).
Theoretical est illla.t, es of the order of accuracy of the cell-averaged scheme are now inl.roduced
l)ased on one-dimensional (l-D) analysis using Taylor-series expansiolt,< Consider the coordinal.e
grid around the location denoted I)y the index i (fig. 3). Eel. 0 be a l.esl function. The numerical
values of the first and second deriva.t.iv_ of this function are then given by
11
O A
w
i-1
_< Ax
Ax
"
0 0 0
.""- t-"- '_ _i_ Ax++ _1
Figure 3. One-dimeasional discretization for three-point cell-centered scheme.
and
1 Ax+Ax- 1 , Ax2+ - Ax __
1 A_3++ Ax 3-
+ O(Ax 3 ) (3.13)
respectively, where the derivatives in the expansions are evaluated at i. The approxiInations of
equatiol_s (:3.12) and (3.13) are zeroth-order accurate on arbitrarily stretched meshes. However,
a_ssuming a constant stretching factor of the grid (i.e.,/3 = Aa:++/Aa' = constant), the following
relations are obtained:
1
Ax__ = Aa"
Ax_ = lAx 1 +
2 (3.14)
Aa.++ = Ax ;_
,._x,_+= 1-A_.(1 + fl)
2
For visc.ous flows, grids with constant stretching factor/3 are often used. If these grids are refined
by doubling the number of points, then
/3f=_c< 1-t-_
/_C -- 1
where/3 __>1 and the sut_cript.s f and c refer to fine and coarse grids, respectively. To estimate
the error reduction when refining the stretched mesh, the approxinlation
/3 _ 1 + C,:_ Ax (3.15
is used. Thel], if the quantities in equations (3.14) and (3 .i5) are substituted into equatiot_s (3.12)
and (3.13), respectively, the result is
1 1 ,
(0_'),,u,u = 0x. + _-O_, (Cd A;r) 2 + 7(_j0.r_. ,Ax2 + O(Ax 2) (3.16
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and
(3.17)
respectively,for Ax << 1. Thus,second-orderaccuracyis achievedfor the inviscidandviscous
termsin the flowequationsonsmoothlystretchedmeshes.Additional discussionof accuracyis
foundin reference28.
4. Artificial Dissipation
The basic finite-volume scheme described in section 3 contailta no dissipative t.erms in the
case of inviscid flows. To prevent oscillations near shock waves or stagnation points, artificial
dissipation terms are added to the governing discrete equat.ions. The introduction ofapprot)riate
dissipation in the vicinity of shock waves satisfies an entropy condition. In gas dynamics, an
entropy condition can be the second law of thermodynalnics, which states that the physical
entropy cannot (lecrea_. The entropy condition guarantees the uniqueness of weak solutions
(i.e., solutions containing shock waves) and thus ensures a physically correct, solution. (See
ref. 29 for further discussion.)
Another type of dissipation ternl is added to the di_rete flow equations. This term is included
to provide background dissipation, which is important for converging the numerical scheme that
will be used to compute flow solutions. These dissipation terms also prevent odd-even point
decoupling (i.e., creation of sawtooth, or plus-minus waves, with wavelengl, h of two times the
mesh spacing). For viscous flows, dissipative properties are present, because of diffusive terlns.
tlowever, becau_ of the nonlinearity of the equations of motion, the physical dissipat ion may
not be sufficient to guarantee stability, especially for the highly stretched meshes generally used
to resolve the stee l) gradients in shear layers. Thus. artificial dissipation is also included in
viscous regions to maintain the stability and robtrstness of the numerical procedure.
In this section some historical informatioll regarding the form of the artificial (or numerical)
dissipation model used with many central difference schelnes is discussed. This discussion
describes how the lnodel evolved, and provides a rudimentary understanding of the model.
Next, the basic dissipation formulation and various modifications that have been investigated
are discus,_d. Boundary-point difference stencils axe required for the dissipation model. Several
stencils are considered and analyzed. Next, the intimate connection between the fornmlation
for an upwind scheme and a central difference scheme is exanfined, establishing a foundation for
a matrix dissipation model. Section 4.6 presents the matrkx dissit)ation model currently u,,_d.
This model relies upon characteristic decomposition of a flux vector.
4.1. Develolmmnt of Dissipation Form
To simplify the historical notes in this section, consider the 1-D system of hyperbolic
equatiol_s (OW/cgt) + (cgF/0x) = 0, where W and F are three-component state and flux vectors,
respectively. Let the 1-D domain be partitioned by intervals defined by ,kx = Xi+l/2 - Xi_l/2,
where the indices refer to interface points for adjacent intervals. Suppo_ the Lax-'_,_n(h'off
scheme is applied as follows:
W ''+1 = W" -- r(Fi+l/2 - Fi_I/2) (4.1.1)
where the snperN:ript n indicates t.im,' level, r = At/_kx, and the interface flux is
_LIV 1 lrA Wi)
Fi+l/2 = _/+1/2 ---- _-(Fi+ Fi+I)- 2 _+l/"(Wi+l" - (4.1.2)
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with A representing the flux Jacobian matrLx (an element Aj,, = c)Fj/cgWk). All quantities are
evaluated at time level n unless noted otherwise.
In the initial work of computing flows with shock waves by using the Lax-Wendroff scheme,
the solutions contained oscillations in the vicinity of the shock wave. Then, Von Neumaun and
Richtmyer (_f. 30) introduced an additional dissipation term to remove shock wave oscillations.
Including this term, equation (4.1.2) is rewritten as
or in the COl_tinuum
F L W (2)Fi+l/2 = wi)
F=F*-Axd (2) 0w =F*- D (2)
0x
where F* is the physical flux function. The term d (2) is often called an artificial (or numerical)
viscosity and plays the role of a control function. Hirsch (ref. 29) showed that the form of D(2)
considered by Von Nemnann and Richtmyer (ref. 30) can be written for a system as
D(2) = e(2)Ax2O 0._aW" 0...WW0x (4.1.3)
where the coefficients k0 _> 0 and can depend on the mesh index i, and each element of D (2)
depends on the corresponding element of W. Now, suppose the flux difference is computed by
(Fi+I/2 -Fi_l/2 ) in equation (4.1.1) using equation (4.1.3). Then, in the ea_ of the continuum,
the total dissipation is given by
to, = Ox "_"x J (4.1.4)
This dissipation term can be characterized as third order. However, Ax -1 appears in equa-
tion (4.1.1), so effectively, equation (4.1.4) defines a second-order term.
In 1975, MacConnack and Baldwin (ref. 31) appended a dissipation term for shock capturh_g
to the 1969 scheme of MacCormack (a two-step Lax-Wen&off type _heme (ref. 32)). This
dissipation term was introduced to remove oscillations at shock waves caused by the spatial
differencing of the MaeConnack scheme. This dissipation term is proportional to a ,second
difference of the pressure and is given by
D(2) e(2)Ax alu] + c 02p OW
= 4p _ 0x (4.1.5)
In smooth regions of a. flow field, the product, of Ax -1 and the dissipative flux halance n (2) ks
_tot
third order, while the product of Ax -1 aim D (2) is first order in the neighborhood of a shocktot
wave.
As indicated, numerical dissipation is not only importallt in capturing discontinuities, it is
also generally required to maintain stability and provide necessary background dissipation for
convergence. In 1976, Beam and Warming (ref. 2) added to the explicit, side of their implicit
approxilnate factorization (AF) scheme with what they called a fourth-order dissipation term
to damp high-frequency error components. With the La_x-Wendroff scheme, this fourth-order
dissipatioll term would appear as
D(4) __(4)Ax4 04W
Ox 4 (4.1.6)
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It seems more appropriate to define the order of tile dissipation relative to tile spatial discretiza-
tion of the phvsical terms in the flow equat, ious. So when considering _x- I n(4) the dissipationUl, o| ,
term is third order. At. any rate, a fourth-difference dissipation is included, and along with the
second-difference term of equation (4.1.`5), provides the basic ingredients for constructing a com-
plete, adaptive dissipation model. The second-difference term of equation (4.1.,5) allows shock
capturing without o_illations, while the linear fourth-difference t,erm of equation (4.1.(5) pro-
vides the important background dissipation. The critical element nfissing is a switching function
that would turn on the appropriate dissipation form in a region and turn off the dissipation form
that is not the desirable type (i.e., near shocks D (2) of eq. (4.1.5) should dominate, with D (4)
of eq. (4.1.6) negligible, while in smooth regions. D (4) of eq. (4.1.6) should dominate, with D (2)
of eq. (4.1.`5) negligible). In section 4.2, the dissipation model that adds a switching function to
the two basic types of dissipation terms just, discussed is described.
4.2. Dissipation Model
To pernfit a complete description of the dissipation model, the t.wo-dimensional Euler
equatious are now considered. The dissipation is based on the model introduced by .lameson,
Schmidt, and Turkel (ref. 1) that defined a suitable switching fmlction (at least for tra.lrsonic
and low supersonic flow) to allow blending of the second and fourth differences. According to
the noxflinear model (ref. 1), the quantity £ADWi,j in equation (3.2) is expres_d ms
(4.2.1)
where ((, 7]) are arbitrary, curvilinear coordinates, and
.(2) _A_] Wi,jt)2Wio = V_ [(1i+112, j _i+ll2,j' (4.2.2)
_-(4) ) ,2X__( A(] W i ,jz)_w_0 = ve [(A;+_/2,J -;+_/20 (4.2.3)
where i and j are indices (for a cell center) a,ssociat,ed with the _ and 7/ directions, respectively.
and A_ and V_ are forward and backward difference operators in the _ direction, respect.ively.
The definitions are similar in the _1direction. The variable scaling factor A is defined as
1[ ]Ai+l/2, j = _ (A()i0'+ (A()i+10-+ (Aq)i, j + (Aq)i+l, j (4.2.4)
where A8 and Aq are the largest eigenvMues in al)mlute value (i.e., spectral radii) of the flux
Jacobian matrices associated with the Euler equatiotLs. These spectral radii are given by
/= I,'*e +.q
(4.2..5)
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where tt and v are Cartesian velocity components, and e is the speed of sound. The coefficients
_(2) and c(4) use the pressure as a sensor for shocks and stagnation points, respectively, and are
defined as
cl.2+ 1/2 = max( L,i-1,j, 1,i, vi+2,j)
]Pi-l,j -- 2Pi U + Pi+l_ivi'J = Pi-l,j _ 2pi,j + Pi+lj (4.2.6)
_,4, r >_ _,2, ,1
"i+1/2,j max [0,(_ (4= _i+l/2,j']
where typical values for the constants n (2) and tc (4) are in the ranges 1/4 to 1/2 and 1/64 to 1/32,
respectively. This paper shall refer to equations (4.2.1)and (4.2.6) as the Janieson, Schmidt,
Tltrkel (JST) scheme (or dissipation model), and shall designate u as the JST switch. It should
be mentioned that in reference 1, the coefficient cI.'2+)1/,2,j = n(2)naax(ui,j,Ui+l,j). The switching
function u can be interpreted as a limiter, in the sei_se that it, activates the second-difference
contribution at extrema and switches off the fourth-difference term. Moreover, at shock waves,
the dissipation is first, order, and a first-order upwind scheIne is produced for a scalar equation.
In smooth regions of the flow field the dissipation is third order.
Thus, two different dissipation mechanisn_s are at work, and the switch deterxnines which
one is active in any given region. For smooth flows, u is small, and the dissipation terms consist
of a linear fourth difference that damps the high frequencies the central difference scheme does
not damp. This dissipation is useful mainly for achieving a steady state and is less important
for time-dependent problems. In the neighborhood of large gradients in pressure, u becom_
large and switches on the second-difference viscosity while simultaneously reducing the fourth-
difference dissipation. This viscosity is needed mainly to introduce an entropy condition so that
the correct, shock relationships are satisfied and to prevent oscillations near discontinuities. For
subsonic steady-state flow, this viscosity can be turned off by choosing e(2) = 0.
The isotmpic scaling factor of equation (4.2.4) is generally satisfactory for inviscid flow
problems when typical inviscid flow meshes (i.e., cell aspect ratio O(1)) are used. The isotropic
scaling factor can create too much numerical dissipation in cases of meshes with high-aspect-
ratio cells. The adverse effect, of high-aspect-ratio celts is an important consideration for high
Reynolds number viscous flows, where a mesh providing appropriate spatial resolution can have
cell aspect ratios O(103). In an effort to improve this cell aspect ratio situa.tioll and obtain
sharper shock resolution on a given grid, Swanson and Turkel (ref. 19) replaced the isotropic
sealing factor of equation (4.2.4) with the anisotropic scaling factor
1 )i+lj]At+l 2, j ---- _ [(A()id, + (A( 4.2.7)
A similar scaling is u_d in the q direction.
The anisotropic scaling idea. was motivated by t,he scaling of dissipation occurring in
dimeiLsionally split, upwind schemes (i.e., the flux vector split, scheme (ref. 12) and the
approxilnate Riemann solver (ref. 13)). Anisotropic scaling is often referred t.o as individual
eigenvalue _'aling. While the accuracy is improved with equation (4.2.7), particularly with
respect, to shock lesolution, individual eigen,alue scaling in the st,rean_ise (_) direction can
be too severe for a standard nmltigrid algorithnL Moreover, the effectiveness of the multigrid
driving scheme in damping high frequencies in the _ direction can be significantly diminished,
resulting in a niuch slower conw?rgence rate.
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An alternativeto the individualeigenvaluescalingwasproposedby Martinelli (ref. 27),and
consideredby SwanmnandTurkel (ref. 19).Thksmodifiedscalingfactor,whichis a.flmctionof
mesh-cell-aspectratio, is defineda,s
)ti+l/2, j = _-[()t( )ij -I- ()t()i+l,j] (4.2.8)
where
(_()i,j = ¢i,j(r) ('_( )i,j I (4.2.9)
Oi,j(r) = 1 -t- rS, j
Here, r is the ratio Av#/A_, and the exponent ( is generally taken to be between 1/2 and 2/:/.
In the normal direction (q), (_l)id = Oi,j(r-1)(Alt)i_# is defined. Thus, the scaling factor
of equation (4.2.8) is bounded from below by" equation (4.2.7), and bounded from above by
equation (4.2.4). As demotlstrated in references 19 and 20. the scaling factor of equation (4.2.8)
produces a significant iniprovement ill accuracy for high-aspect-ratio lneshes, ai/d permits good
convergence rates with a muMgrid nlelhod. The scheme in this paper uses this modified scaling
factor.
The impact of the dissipation form on the energy of a systein of flow equations is now
examined. For simplicity, colLsider the l-D, tilne-det)endent. Euler equations, with nunierical
dissipation terms given by
W lie r e
j_lOW OF
0--7 + d-_-= D_W- D_W (4.2.10)
0
o ({4)£w' i=57
and _(7) = .)t.2(2) 7(4) = )t_(4) and j-I is the inverse transI°orniat, ion .lacobian. Pornl the
inner products of W T, with T denotitlg transpose and bolh sides of equation (4.2.10), and
then integrate over a domain f2. After integration by' parts and neglecting boundary ternis, the
equation
1 0 [1(2) I(4)] (4.2.11)7571w 2 = fi.x term + J -
_s obtained, where
=Jr w7 d_IIWN2
OW "
The second-differeuce dissipation l, ernl 1(2) only decreases the L 7 nornl ele l,he sohiiiou vector
(i.e., il decreases the energy of the systeni), and lhus, is strictly dissipative. Tile fourth-difference
dissipation lerill I(4) contains a dispersive pan and a dissipative contribul, ion.
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All alternative form for the third-order dissipation term (the last. t.ernl in eq. (4.2.10)) is
=
which can be written in the discrete case as
D2Wi : V_ A_ [(A/_(4)'x-7' 1
_i j,,._A_] Wi (4.2.12)
A _-(4)V' A(Wi, thenTiffs modified form produces only dissipative contributious. If Qi = i i
2"_ A(Q i = 6Qi+1/2-6Qi_1/2, where 6 is the standard, centered-difference operator. Therefore,
the form of equation (4.2.12) is conservative, provided A and e (4) are evaluated at the cell centers
rather than at the cell faces. In reference 19, numerical tests were performed with tile dissipation
terms of equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.12). For steady state, them seerrLs to be no consistent benefit
for either convergence or accuracy" when using the foma of equation (4.2.12). Based on t he_
resillts, the form of equation (4.2.3) ks still used. However, for unsteady flows, equation (4.2.12)
may offer an advantage because of tile absence of dispersive effects that can cause phase errors.
Until now, a scalar viscosity in which the viscosity' is based oll differences of the same quantity
advanced in time has been considered. (See eq. (4.2.10).) The disadvantage is that the total
enthalpy is no longer constant in the steady state, even when total enthalpy should be identically
constant for the inviscid equations. The total enthalpy is constant for the steady-state Euler
equatiol_s because the energy" equation is a constant nmltiple of the continuity equation when H
is constant. Hence, reference 1 suggests that the dissipation for the energy equation be ba_d oil
differences of the total enthalpy rather than the total energy. Thus, a typical situation in one
dimelLsion is t.o replace equation (4.2.10) for the energy equation by
j -10p_...ff_F_ O(p Hu)
+ i - D_(pH)- D_(pH) (4.2.13)Ot O_
where pH = pE+ p. Reference 33 shows that equation (4.2.13) indeed yields a constant total
enthalpy, but that the entropy tends to be less accurate than if tile dissipation term for the energy
equation is based on differences ofpE rather than pH. Thus, both choices have advantages and
disadvantages. The total enthalpy formulation is used in this paper.
4.a. Boundm-y Treatment of Dissipative Terms
In a cell-centered, finite-volume method the first and last cells in each coordinate direction are
auxiliary" cells where the flow equations are usually not, solved. The solution in these cells is fomld
by, a combination of the given physical boundary' conditions and numerical botmdary conditions.
Thus, there is no difficulty evaluating the second-difference dissipation term at. the first or last.
interior cell in a given coordinate direction. In the case of the fourth-difference dissipation term,
tile treatnlent nmst be niodified at the boundaries of the physical domain because only one
layer of auxilia_ _ cells is considered. Moreover, the standard five-point difference stencil must
be replaced at. the first two interior mesh cells relative to a wall boundary: thus one-sided or
one-sided biased stencils are tLsed at these cells. The dissipative character of these stencils is
important because it, influences both stabifity and accuracy. For example, if the dissipation ks
too large at. a solid boundary, an artificial boundary layer is created in an inviscid flow, and the
effective Reynolds number for a viscous flow is altered.
4.3. 1. Boundary-point opeT_atovs. In th_s section, the two types of discrete boundary-point
operators (difference st.encils) u_d with the present scheme for solid surfaces are defined.
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j = 1/2
Figure 4. Bomldary-poin! dissilmlion.
j = 3/2
Next., these operators are evaluated by applying a local mode analysis. In addition, this
section shows how this local mode analysis can provide an evaluation of candidat, e boundary-
point operators once a basis for comparison is established. A more complete analysis for
the boundary-point operators is based on the dissipation matrix for t.he system of difference
equations approximating the governing flow equations. Sonletimes t,he dissipation matrix can
be characterized analytically. In general, the eigenvalues of the dissipal, ion matrLx mus! be
determined. The approach for analyzing the dissi pation stencils is disc ussed.
Consider the t,otal dissipation resulting from a numerical flux balance for a mesh celt in a
particular coordinate direction. Let, wj and dj denot,_ a COlnponent of the solution vector W
and the corresponding total dissipation, respectively. The index j indicales l,he mesh cell being
considered. Let. dj+l/. 2 and dj_l/2 represent the dissipative fltLxes at the cell interfaces j + 1/2
and j- 1/2, respectively (fig. 4). At a cell interface (for example, j+ 1/2), le! (Aw)j+U 2 denot_ _
the difference between the solution for the adjacent cells (w j+ 1 - 'wj). For simplicily, assume
Ac (4) = 1. Then, for any' <:ell j
dj = dj+l/, e - dj_l/2 (4.3.1)
where the dissipative fluxes are
dj+l/.e = (_w)j+a/.e - 2(Au,)j+l/_ + (_w)j_l/.2
dj_l/. 2 = ( /kw)j+l/2 - 2( /k,w)j_l/2 + (L-_u,)j_3/2
Thus
or
dj = ( Aw)j+a/2 - 3( Au')j+l/2 + 3(_u')j_ll. 2 - (_u')j_a/2 (.I.:_.'2)
dj = u,j+ 2 - 4wj+ 1 q--6wj - 4w j_ 1 + wj_ 2
Consider the first two interior cells adjacent to a solid t)omldary (fig. 4). The total dis'dpat.ion for
lhese cells is denoted by d2 and d:_;. At j = 2, a value for (..XW)l/2 llllg¢',;l t)e del,ermined becau_"
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tAw)l 2 is undefined.Also, in this formulationof tile boundary-pointdissipationstencil,no
functionaldependenceoil w 1 is desired because w 1 is outside the domain. Hence, a value for
tAw)a/2 must also t)e provided. If
tAw)l 2 = (Au,)_/2 ],
tAw)a/2 (Au').V2 J (4.3.3)
then equation (4.3.2) gives
d2= w4-2w3+w2 (4.3.4)
d3 = w5 - 4w4 + 5w3- 2w2 (4.3.5)
These boundary stencils are fairly standard and are used for inviscid flow calculations. An
alternative form, which reduces the sensitivity to soft&surface, normal mesh spacing for viscous
flow calculations without compromising stability or convergence, is obtained by replacing
tAw)l/2 with tAw)l/2 = 2(A.w)3/2- tAw)5/2 and leaving tAw)at2 unchanged. This form
is given by
d2 = w4 - 3w3 + 3w2 - lVl (4.3.6)
d3 = w5 - 4w4 + 6wa - 4w2 + Wl (4.3.7)
For turbulent, flows this boundary" dissipation formulation (eq. (4.3.7)) is advantageotts when
the mesh is fine enough to adequately represent the laminar sublayer region of the boundary'
layer (i.e., at least two points are inside the sublayer). For coarse meshes, this treatment of the
dissipation can be less accurate than the zeroth-order extrapolation of equatioiLs (4.3.3).
4.3.2. Local mode analysis. A local mode analysis is now considered to evaluate the
relative damping behavior of bomldary-cell difference operators. For coxnparison purposes, the
interior fourth difference is first characterized. Taking a Fourier transform of equation (4.3.2)
yields zj(O) = 4(cos0- l) 2, where zj(O)is the Fourier symbol of the transformed dj, and 0
is the product of the wave number and the mesh spacing. Then, zj(O) ,-, 04 for small 0, and
zj(Tr) = 16. The dissipation of long wavelengttLs is dictated by the behavior of zj(O) at small
0, and the dissipation of short wavelengths is governed by zj(rr). As mentioned initially in this
section, this simple analysis assumes that Ac (4) = 1. In practice, the coefficient g(4) used in
the e_duation of ,(4) for the fourth-difference dissipation affects the behavior of the boundary"
dissipation stencil. The coefficient t_(4) is chosen such that the highest frequency is highly
damped according to a stability analysis using the interior-point stencil. This is inlporl, ant for a
multigrid method and will be discussed in section 7.3. Near a boundary, the dissipation should
behave in a similar manner. In this dissipation model, the same value of t_(4) used for interior
points of the domain is also used near a bomldary.
A general form of the difference stencils at j = 2, 3 can be written as
dj = atvj+ 2 - 3wj+ 1 + (;:}+ At-o:)wj- "yu, j_ 1
The associated Fourier symbol is given by
zj(O) = [/3+_-2o(1+ cos0)](1- cos0)
+ i(7 - 3 + 2(_ cos O)sin 0
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Forsmall0 this Fourier symbol is replaced by
02 04
:j (0) = (/_ + 3 - 4<_.) ":7 + ° 7
+ i(2o- iJ+'_)O- i(_O a (4.3.8
and at. 0 = 7r reduces to
In the case of equation (4.3.4)
zj(Tr) = 2(_+ 3) (4.3.9
0 4
z2(0 ) _ B_ iO 3 (4.3.10
2
.3.5)for small 0, with Z2(Tr) = 4, and for equation (4
0 2
z3(O ) ._ -- - iO 3 (4.3.1 1
2
for small 0, with za(,'r) = 12. Note that z2(O) and z3(0) are not real. Thus, lhere are both
dissipation and dispersion near the boundary. Fbr the stencil of equation (4.3.6)
04
z2(0 ) _ B- iO a (4.3.12)
2
for small O, with z2(Tr) = 8, and for the stencil ofequat, ion (4.3.7)
z3(0 ) _ 04 (4.3.13)
for small O, with za(,'r) = 16. Comparing equa.tiolt_ (4.3.10) and (4.3.12). which correspond
to the stencils of equations (4.3.4) and (4.3.6), respectively, shows that both stencils beha_e
the same for the long wavelengths, while e(tuation (4.3.12) is twice as dissipat.ive for the shorl
wavelengths. At. j = 3, the stencil corresponding to equa.t.iol_ (4.3.13) is fourth order on the
long wavelengths, whereas the stencil associated with equation (4.3.11) is only second order. In
additioll, the symbol of equation (4.3.13) is Inore dissipalive on lhe short wavelengths. Thus,
the improved accuracy and high-frequency damping observed for the stencils of equat.iolL_ (4.3.6)
and (4.3.7) in practice is substantiat, ed with t,tfis simple analysis.
The method of combining the simple local mode analysis with the evaluations just considered
to quickly evaluate candidate dissipation stencils can now be shown. ('Ollsider a different set.
of boundary-point stencils. If Aw is taken to represent either the componenl p'u or pv of lhe
solution vector W, and the antisymmetry constraint (Aw)l/2 = (Aw).5/2 is imposed for viscous
flows, then equation (4.3.2) gives
d2 = w4 - 5w3 + 7'w2 - 3'Wl (4.3.14)
d 3 = w 5 - 4u,4 + 6u'3 - 4u,2 + Wl
The Fourier symbols of equation (4.3.14), using equations 4.3.8) and (4.3.,q), are
(4.3.15)
z2(O ) _, 202 (4.3.16)
for small 0, with z2(rr) = 16, and the symbols for equation (4.3.15) are the same as given in
equation (4.3.13). (7omparing equation (,I.3.16) with equatiol_ (4.3.12) shows lha.l the highesl
frequency is damped be|ler with the proposed stencil, bul that the proposed siencil is only ,,_cond
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order on the long wavelengths, while the stencil of equation (4.3.6) is fourth order, indicating
that better accuracy is obtained with equations (4.3.6) and (4.3.7). Tile improved accuracy has
been verified with numerical experiments (i.e., skin-friction solutions for turbulent airfoil flows
have been computed on 160 by 32 meshes and compared with high-density-mesh results).
4.4. Matrix Analysis
Tile associated dissipation matrix is examined to determine tile numerical dissipat.ivity of a
discrete system of equations, such as equation (3.2). For simplicity, consider the 1-D syst, em
d.._.w= D(4) w (4.4.1)
dt
where w is a discrete solution vector, and D (4) is a dissipation matrix corresponding to
fourth-difference terms. Taking the inner product, w T (the transpose of w) with each side of
equation (4.4.1), obtain 1/2 dw2/dt = wTD(4)w. If the quadratic form wTD(4)w is nonpositive
definite, then the matrix D (4) is strictly dissipative. Moreover, the energy of the system is
nonincreasing. Assume there are boundaries at. j = 3/2 and j = jl + 1/2, and assmne j = 2 and
j = jl are the indices for tile first and last. interior points, respectively. Apply the boundary point
stencils of equations (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) at the first, two interior cell centers at both boundaries,
and the standard stencil everywhere else. The resulting dissipation matrix is given by
-1
2
-1
0
D (4) =
2 -1
-5 4 -1
4 -6 4
-1 4 -6
". , " . .
-1
-1
4 -1
• . ", . ' . ,
4 -6 4
-1 4 -6
-1 4
-1
- 1 0
4 -1
-5 2
2 -1
(4.4.2)
and the corresponding solution vector is given by
w = [ u, 2 w3 w4 iv5 ... tr'jt-2 Wjl-1 wJt]T
Then
jr-1
wTD(4)w = -E (Wj+l- 2u 5 + wj-1)2_< 0 (4.4.3)
j=3
Thus, D (4) is strictly dissipative. Tlfis same result, is obtained by Eriksson and Rizzi (ref. 34).
For a 10 by 10 matrix with the form of equation (4.4.2), Pulliam (ref. 35) obtains two zero
eigenvalues. Ideally. D (4) should have no zero eigenvalues, since zero eigenvalues can possibly
produce undamped modes that cause instabilities (ref. 35).
Pulliam (ref. 35) recommen¢ts applying a stencil with the weights of equation (4.3.5) at the
first interior cell, and a standard stencil with the weights of equation (4.3.7) at the second interior
cell. Then
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and
D (4) =
"-5 4 -1
4 -6 4 - 1
-1 4 -6 4 -1
0 -1 4 -6 4
".. • . . ' ,.
-1 4
-1
-1
', , • . .
-6 4
4 -6
-1 4
-1
-1 0
4 -1
-6 4
4 -5
(4.4.4)
jl-I
wTD(4)w= - Z (Wj+l--2u,'j-l-wj-1) 2
j =3
- ( u,:3- 2,.,_ )_ - (%. t- l - 2 .,j / )2 < 0 (4.4.5}
Again. the dissipation mat, rix is strictly dissipative. Moreover, a 10 by 10 matrix with tile
structure of equation (4.4.4) has zero eigenvalues (ref. 35). However, indicalions are thai
for a. cell-centered, fiIfite-volume formulation, this boundary-i)oint treatment of the dissipation
with the weights of equat.ions (4.3.3) and (4.3.7), although apt)ropriat.e al inflow and out.flow
boundaries, is generally too dissipative at, solid boundaries. Thus the stencils of equations (4.:1.4)
and (4.3.5) are preferred at a wall boundary.
Now consider the stencils with l.h¢, weights of equations (4.3.6) and (4.3.7). The dissipation
matrix is given by
D (4) =
all d
- 3 3 - 1
4 -6 4 -1
-1 4 -6 4 -1
{} -1 4 -6 4 -1
• , , " ,. ".. " . .
-1 4 -6 4 -1 0
-1 4 -6 4 -1
-1 4 -6 4
- 1 3 -3
j1-1
wTD(4) w
= - _ (,,'/+1 - :_¢,'j + .'j-l) _ + ¢,'_(,,'a - ._)- (,,'a -,,'_)_
j=a
- (%l-I -- ,,jff2 + u)l(.'jl- "'jl-I ) <--0
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(4.4.6)
(447)
Fromtile quadraticform of equation(4.4.7),it doesnot directly followthat D (4) is nonpositive
definite, which is generally the case with the quadratic form. If the eigenvalues of a 10 by
10 matrix with tile structure of equation (4.4.6) are determined, one ks zero and the others
are negative. Therefore, the matrix D (4) is nonpositive definite. Although there is one zero
eigenvalue, the present, scheme performs well using the boundary-point operators associated
with equations (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) at solid boundaries when solving viscous flow problenrs.
4.5. The Upwind Connection
Upwflld schemes for solving hyperbolic systems of conservation laws (i.e., Euler equations of
gas dynamics) generally rely upon characteristic theory to determine the direction of propagation
of information and, thus, the direction required for one-sided differencing approximations of the
spatial derivatives. With upwind schemes, shock waves can be captured without oscillations.
Thus, a successful artificial dissipation model for a central difference scheme should imitate an
upwflM scheme in the neighborhood of shocks. The connection between upwind and central
difference schemes is now reviewed.
Consider tile 1-D scalar wave equation
071, (t)l/
0-7 + 357 = 0
with a constant. Tile first-order upwind scheme can be written as
At [ Uj+l -- uj (a < O)
.. ,,+1 = uj - a I (4.5.1)uj _ Uj --uj_ l (a > O)
where all discrete quantities are evaluated at time level n At unles_ otherwise denoted. Tile
scheme of equation (4.5.1) can be rewritten as
'u'._+l = u j- a A_('uj+ lat A_(uj+ 1j .... 1 -- u j-l) ÷ -- 2uj ÷ uj_ 1) (4.5.2)
Equation (4.5.2) now contains a central difference term and a second-difference dimipation term.
Now consider the system
0u A 011
0"7 + 0x = 0 (4.5.3)
where u is an N-component vector. The syst.em case can be converted to a scalar system by
diagonalizing the N by N matrix A with a similarity transformation A = T-1AT, where tile
columrus oft are the right eigenvectors of A. After diagonalizing equation (4.5.3), and applying
the scheme of equation (4.5.2), tile first-order upwind scheme is given by
At At
uj+1- = uj -- a_(uj+l -- Uj-l) -4-IA[_(uj+l - 2uj ÷ u j-l) (4.5.4)
where
IAI= TIAIT -1
JA = Dia.g[lAll ... IAxl] (4.5.5)
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Notethat sinceA has only three distinct eigenvalues, by using the Cayley-H amilton theorem, 1,4]
can t)e expressed as a quadratic polynomial ill ,4. The generalization to a system of conservation
laws is as follows:
0u Of
co-7+ =o
with f being an N-component flux vector and
At At
uj+l = Uj 2-_x(fj+l- fj_l)+ _[ Aj+I/2 (Uj+l-Uj)- Aj_i/2[(uj-Uj-l)] (4.o.6)
where the Jacobian matrix A = 0f/0u, and ],4[ is defined the same as fo_. equation (4.5.4). The
matrLx Aj+I/21 can be computed as either an arittunetic average or a Roe average (ref. lay.
For transonic, steady flows the differences are negligible and the simpler arithmetic average is
I
used. Yee (ref. 36) found that the Roe average yields better results for hypersonic flows. The
Roe as'erage alto _ems to give slightly better results for time-dependent problems.
4.6. Matrix Dissipation Model
As indicated in section 4.5, high resolution of shock waves without oscillations can he achieved
by closely imitating an upwind scheme in the neighl)orhood of a shock wave. A key' feature of
upwind schemes is a matrkx evaluation of the nulnerical dissipation. With this matrix evaluation,
the dissipative terms of each discrete equation (associated with a given coordinale direction) are
scaled by the appropriate eigenvalues of the flux Jacol)ial_ matrix rather than [)y the spectral
radius, as in the JST scheme. Such a matrLx dissipatioll alto allows high resolution of wall
I)ounded shear layers (inf. a7). The modifications of the .IST dissipation lnodel required to
produce the matrkx dissipation model currently used are now presented.
('onsider the two-dime_rsional, t,ime-dependent Euler equatioJr_ in the form
CO(J-IW) OF cOG
COt 4- /_)---_-+ 0--7 = 0 (4.6.1)
where F and G are flux vectors, W is the solution vector, and (_. q) are arhitrary curvilinear
coordinates. Define A and B as the flux Jacobian lnatrices 0F/COW and COG cOW, respectively.
By extending the scheme given in equation (4.5.6) to two dimensions, it follows that. the ma.tric_
IAI anti IBI must t)e the scaling factors in a mat.rLx dissipation model. Now, consider the JST
dissipation model. The necessary modification to the contribut,iotL_ for the _ direction of the
artificial dissipation term defined by equation (4.2.1) is to substitute matrix b41 for the eigen_alue
scaling factor A in equations (4.2.2) and (4.2.3). For the q direction, _ and nm.t.rLx 1.4t are
replaced by' 71 and matrix IBI, respectively. Next, define explicitly the form for the ma.l.rLx IAI.
Let A = Diag [A1 12 A3 Aa] with
a: =q + _._+o 2 ,-
Aa = q
al = J-l_.c
a2 = ,1-1¢
q = a I u + a 2 t,
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T he n,
(f_l+ IA21IAI= LA._II+ 2
+ IA,I_-rA_J(_ 1 ] [E3 + (7 - 1)E4]+a_c ]
(4.6.2)
where
E1 =
i _ -,_, - v i1
u 0 - u 2 - u v u
vO --uv -v 2
LHO -uH -vH
E2 = [ooo--a lq a 2 a la'2
L _q2 qa l qa 2 0
E3 =,--qala2i}--uq ua 1 ua2
--vq va I 'va 2
-Hq Hal Ha2
E4 --" ,0 0i]a,l_6 --alu, --a,lV al
a20 --a2u --a2v
I q¢ -- qu --qv
Here, H is the totM enthalpy, and 0 = (u2 + v2)/2. Note that for the matrices Ej, each row
is a scalar multiple of the other rows (except for zero rows). Hence, to find the product. EjW,
simply find one element of the product EjW, and the other rows are then scalar multiples of
that element. Because of the special form of matrix ]A I for any A1, A2, and A3, an a.rbitrary
vector x can be multiplied by matrb: [A 1 very quickly. That is, calculate Aj+I/2[ (Wj+l-W j)
I
directly rather than calculate Aj+I/2 and multiply a matrix by a, vector. The nm, trix ]B[ is
computed lhe same way" as m_trix }AI by simply replacing ( with 71.
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In practice, A1,A2, and A3 cannot be chosen as given above. Near stagnation points, A3
approaches zero, while A 1 or A 2 approach zero near sonic lines. A zero artificial vimosity creates
numerical difficulties. Hence, these values are limited as
Iill = max[l  I, ]
]
p(A) = Iql+ +
1i21-- ,,lax[l 21,
I),31 -- max[IAaI, Tp(A)]
where tile linear eigenvalue A3 carl be limited differently than the nonlinear eigenvalues. Tire
parameters _, and _)' were determined numerically. Various values were eva.luated bv comparing
their corresponding computed solutiol_s based on the sharpness of shock waves captured (without
producing oscillations) and convergence rate of numerical scheme. Based on this evaluation, a
good choice for In and _ is 0.2. However, ill reference 37, accurate coa.r_-grid solulions for a.
low-speed, tligh Reynolds number (5 x 10 .5) laminar flow over a flat plate were not obiained with
I,}' = 0.2. Accurate coar,_-grid results (i.e., 5 to 10 poinls in boundary laver) were c()mpuled with
'_}. = 0.01 for the direction normal to the plate, and I.}. = 0.2 for the streamwise-like direction.
Thtt_ far, Ai+l/2, j in equations (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) has been replaced by" a matrkx while leaving
the limilers ¢(2) and e (4) as scalars. Also, e (2) and ¢(4) can be introduced inlo the diagonal matrLx
A, allowing different limiters to be chosen for different characteristic variables. For example,
the lirniter may be based on pressure for the nonlinear waves, ttowever, the pressure is smooth
through a contact discontinuity. Hence, a switch based on leml)erature may be more apl)ropriale
for the linear wave. Different mesh scalings, and thus differenl O(v) for the linear and nonlinear
waves, could al_ be u_d.
5. Discrete Boundary Conditions
An important element when developing all accurate and efl:icient Mgorithm for solving tile
Euler and Navier-Stokes equatiot_s is selection of proper boundary conditions. The choice of
conditions must be consistent with physical constraints of the problem of interest and the interior
discrete fornmlation. Moreover, the physical conditions generally must be supplenlented with a
sufficient nulnber of numerical relations to allow determination of all dependent variables.
In addition 1,o defining the conditions at, solid or porous wall boundaries, the infinite domain
probleln lnttst be adequately sinmlated for external airflows. External airflow simulation is usu-
ally (tone by delineating boundaries at some distance from the primary region of consideration,
and then pm_'ribing suitable boundary conditions for tha! location. In the case of a, lifting
airfoil, tire oul, er boundary l)osition must be far enough away from the airfoil not to compromi_"
the dewqopmen! of the lift. For exa.mple, 5 airfoil chords would be too close, whereas 20 chords
would be salis_'actory iflhe far-field vortex effect (ref. 38) is considered. Even for inviscid, non-
lifting airflow over a circular cylinder, an outer boundary placed too close to lhe cylinder carl
cause inaccurate prediction of the airflow over the afl portion of the cylinder.
At, a solid boundary, a row of auxiliary cells is created exterior to the domain of the airflow.
By approximating the normal pressure gradient of equation (2.2.4) wi! h a three-poinl centered
difference al the surfa.c_,, the auxiliary cell pressure is obtained. The density at this ('ell is
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equated to the density at tile first point off the surface. The tangency condition is enforced by
determining the Cartesian velocity components from
v i,1 Y( x_J w qn i,2
where _ is the coordinate aligned with the surface boundary, qt and qr, are tile tangential and
normal velocity components, respectively, the subscript, u, mealLs wall, and the indices (i, 1) and
(i,2) refer to tile centers of the auxiliary" and the first interior cells, respectively. The overbar
mear_s the quantity is divided by _/(x_ + y_). Finally, the total internal energy" is computed
using tile relation
1 2P (u2pE = T-z-f_iv + + ,,2)
In the case of viscous flows, the no-slip condition is required, and ks impo_d by treating the
Cartesian velocity components as antisymmetric functiorLs with respect to the solid surface.
Thus
ui, 1 = --ui, 2
vi,1 = --vi,2
The surface values of pressure (p) aim temperature (T) are computed ILsing the reduced normal
momentun/ and energy equa.tioiLs
0t...2_= }
Oq 0
OT
Or] 0
(5.1)
where q is the coordinate normal to the surface. As part of the boundary conditions, tile option
to specify the wall temperature instead of imposing the adiabatic condMon of equations (5.1) is
included.
To compute tile unknowll flow variables at. tile outer boundary of an external aerodynamics
problem, characteristic theory, some simplifying assumptions, and the concept ofa point vortex
are used. In appendLx A, a point oil the outer b omldary and the two-dimensional Euler equations
are corLsidered. Then, assuming a locally homentropic flow, the one-dimensional equations of
gas dynamics are derived (for completeness) for the direction normal to the bomldary. The
elements of the solution vector are proportional to the local tangential velocity component and
the Riemaml invariants
R+ = q, + 2c
)-1
an d
2c
R- = %
3-1
respectively, where tile t.angential and normal velocity components are defined as
all d
q lzt
--y(u + x(v
_ +
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respectively. This set of dependent variables, the hon,entropic a.ssumption, and characteristic
theory are used to determine the unknown flow variables.
To compute the discrete solution at. the outer boundary points (as for the wall boundary), a
row of auxiliary (boundary) cells exterior to the domain is introduced. Then. at a. boundary cell,
the uormM velocity component % and the speed of sound c are computed from the relations
q,,= + R-)
_-1 (R+_I__)
c-- 4
where the characteristic variables R + and R- are appropriately determined. Assume that
lhe flow normal to the boundary is subcritical. If inflow occurs, the characteristic variables
corresponding to the ingoing characteristics are specified. Since this is actually a two-dimensional
system, an additiollal quantity mtLst be given. It follows directly tha! the entropy s should be
specified (the flow is assmned t,o be locally homentropic). In practice, for convenience define
_'* = p/p;', which has the same ftmctional dependence a.s entropy, and use this va.rial)le in place
of entrol)y. So, for an inflow situation, _-t
ql = qt.x I
R + = R +
",7X2 (5.:_)
and extrapolate R- from the interior. If outflow occurs at the bolmdary, there is only one
ingoing characteristic (corresponding l,o R+), and thus, set R + = R + and extrapolate qt, FI-,
and s* from the interior. In the particular ca_ of supersonic flow, all characteristics are ingoing
if there is inflow, and are outgoing if there is outflow. Therefore, the dependent _,a.riables are
specified with their free-stream values if inflow occurs, and extrapolation is used t,o determine
the boundary flow variables if outfow occurs.
At a distance far enough away from a. 2-D lifting body, the lifting body can be viewed
a,s a point vortex, with strength proportional to the circula.tion associated with the lift,. The
components of the induced velocity at. the far-field boundary caused by the vortex can then be
computed. Moreover, the effectiw_ velocity' components at the far-field boundary are computed
as (ref. 38)
u = u._ cos o + F sin 0 } (5.3)
,, = ,,_.sin(, - F cos0
•,,,,,,,rtie r e
[ ]-1F- c¢c/;1 1-M_sin _(0-.)4,1" h' ....
,'_ = ¢1- M_,
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BC
Figure 5. Physical domain tbr airlbil calculations.
A
Here, the subscript oc refers to free-stream values, a is tile angle of attack, R and 0 are tile
magnitude and angle of tile position vector originating from a reference point, at. the body (i.e.,
quarter-chord point, for airfoil) and extending to the far-field boundary point, respectively, e
is tile body length, and cI is the lift coefficient.. Tile polar angle ¢ is defined a.s positive in
the counterclockwise direction relative to a reference line (i.e., coinciding with chord for airfoil)
emanating from the leading edge of the body and proceeding downstream. The Cartesian velocity
components u and v of equations (,5.3) are used to compute the local tangential and normal
velocity components, respectively, required in the boundary conditions.
Consider the case of a C-type mesh wrapped around an airfoil, and denote the outer boundary
of a finite domain a.s E1 + E2 (fig. 5). For airfoil computations, the boundary cells at. E1 are
treated a.s described in this section. The boundary cells at E2 are also treated in this way when
the flow is inviscid. In the viscous flow problem, a portion of the boundary E 2 can generally be
wake flow. If the bomldary conditions applied at E2 for inviscid flows are used for viscous flows,
hlstahilities can occur. One way to treat, the boundary cells at E2 is to specify the pressure and
extrapolate the variables p, pu, and pt,, which would satisfy the requirement of characteristic
theory to specify" one quantity. However, this approach results in pressure-wave reflections, which
can seriottsly delay the convergence of the numerical scheme.
An alternative bolmdary-point treatment is to extrapolate all dependent variables, allowing
the outer and surface boundaries to determine a unique solution. Numerical experiments
demonstrate that solutions obtained applying these two treatments are essentially the same
near the airfoil. Furthermore, if the outer boundary is far enough away (i.e., 20 chords), there
is generally no effect, on global quantities such as lift. and drag. The second approach shows
noticeable improvement in the convergence behavior of the solution algorithm.
For internM flows where the inlet Mach number is subsonic, the specified flow quantities of
equations (5.2) are replaced with the total pressure, total enthMpy, and flow inclination angle.
These conditions are usually known for internal flow problems. The Riemann variable R-
ks extrapolated from the interior of the domain. At, a subcritical exit. boundary the pressure
is specified, while the Riemann variable R +, the total enthalpy, and the velocity component
parallel t.o the boundary are extrapolated from the interior. If supersonic flow occurs at the
3O
inlet or exit boundary, the variables at that particular boundary are determined ill the sa.lne
manner described ill this seclion for supersonic external flow problems.
6. Basic Time-Stepping Schemes
Ill section (5.1, the class of Runge-Kutta tReK) schemes used for t.ime integration is defined.
Tile parameters associated with these R-K schemes and the requirements for deternlining the
parameters are discussed. Then, stability anMysis for the four-stage and fiw'-stage schemes
that are applied is conducted by considering a linear-wave equation. Ill section 6.2, slat)ilit.y
properties of R-K schemes for systems of fluid dynamic equations are presented. This requires
writing the Navier-St.okes equations ill general curvilinear coordinates and defining associated
Jacobian matrices. With this framework in place, an estimate for the time step is given in
section 6.3.
6.1. Runge-Kutta Schemes
For problelns where tile area of a mesh cell is independent of time, the semidiscrete systeln
of equation (3.2) becomes
d
d"7 wid + U(Wi,j) = 0 ((J. 1.l )
where R(Wi,j) is the residual funct.ioll defined by
1
R(Wi,j = _ (if'(' + if-I) + £AD) Wi,j (o.1.2)
A variety of lnetho4s for the integration of ordhla.ry differential equations (ODE's) can I)e
used to advance the solution of equation (6.1.1) in time. Single-step, multistage _hemes
(such as Pt.-K schemes) are usually preferred, rather thall linear llmltistet) schemes (such a._
the Adams-Bashforth scheme), because multistep schemes require more storage and introduce
ilnplenlentation difficulties when combined with a multigrid nlethod. A four-stage R.-K scheme
(ref. 1) tllat belongs to the class of standard R=K schellleS and is fourth-order accurate in tinle
is 1Lse(t t.o solve a system of ODE's corresponding to the Euler equations. The four-stage R-K
schenle Call t)e written a.s
W (0) = W (")
W (1) = W (o) _ A/R(O)
2
W (2) = W (0) _ -X__£/R(1)
2
W (3)=w (o)_AtR (2)
W(4) = W(0) .__l 1) 2R(2) R (
_ (_7_(R(O)+ 2R ( + + 3))
W("+ 1)=w (4)
((_.l.a)
where R(q) = R(W(q)), Ill(" SUl)erscript 7_ denotes ttle tilno hwel 7,,_%l, and the mesh indices
(i, j) associated with the solutioll w_ctor W are suppressed for conveniellce. If interest is only in
steady-flow problelns, then llle higher ordor accuracy in time is nol important, and other classes
of lnultistage schemes can 1)o considered. Schemes can I)e conslrllcted with certain desirable
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stability and damping characteristics that. lead to efficient steady-state solvers. For example,
the solution at the (q + 1)th stage (ref. 3) can be expressed as
W (q+l) = W (°) - aq+l AtR(q) (6.1.4)
where the residual function
R(q) = _ fiT" £cW(") -4-E 6q" £DW(") q- E')q '' /_ADW(r')
1'=0 r=0
(6.1.5)
and the consistency conditions _/3q,. = 1, _ 6q,. = 1, and }--_Tq,. = 1 must be satisfied. The
basic parameters ap (where p = q + 1 (q = 0 ..... m - 1)) and the weighting factors /3qr,
6q,., and 7q," must, be prescribed to define the m-stage, time-stepping scheme. The desired
stability and damping properties of the scheme provide the requirements for determining the
basic parameters and weighting factors. Both hyperbolic and parabolic stability limits must. be
considered. The hyperbolic and parabohc bruits are intervals along the imaginary and negative
real axes, respectively, in the complex plane. The coefficients ap can be chosen to have the
best. possible hyperbolic or parabolic stability limit without, special regard to the high-frequency
damping characteristics of the scheme. However, if the scheme is trsed as a driver of a multigrid
method, the scheme must effectively damp the highest frequency error components.
Van der Houwen (ref. 39) gives the parame)ers a.p that correspond to the maximum (or nearly
so) attainable Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. For schelnes with an odd number of
stages, Van der Houwen proved that the largest possible stability interval along the imaginary
axis of the complex domain is (m- 1). Vichnevetsky (ref. 40) conjectured that (m- 1) is also
the optimal CFL lmmber when rn is even, and demolrstrated this concept for m = 2 and 4.
Sonneveld and Van Leer (ref. 41) proved that the (Tn -- 1) CFL number limit is valid when m
is even. Jalneson (reg. 3 and 42) considers schemes with the a:t,'s of Van der Houwen, and
defines appropriate weighting factors for the artificial dissipation evaluatiolrs to yield a good
parabolic limit. Although the oT,'s are obtained using only a hyperbolic stability limitation,
they are still a good choice for a viscous flow solver, especially at. high Reynolds nulnbers. That
is, the convection (hyperbolic) linfit on the time step remail_s the controllhlg stability factor for
practical aerodynamic flows.
_veral members of the class of schemes defined by equations (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) have been
analyzed in reference 42 by eolrsidering the model problem
(-gW Ow - 3 c)4'w (6.1.6)
Equation (6.1.6) is the l-D, linear-wave equation with a constant-coefficient, third-order dissi-
pation term. If the spatial derivatives in equation (6.1.6) are approximated with central differ-
encing, then
d w N N
Al--_- = - -_--(w_; 1 - u f_ 1) - ¢4"_-(wy+2 - 4tt.'_+l A- 6wy - 4W_l + 'u,j_ 2) (6.1.7)
where N = a :.Xt/,,.Xx is the Courant nmnber. Taking the Fourier transform of equation (6.1.7),
obtain
d w
'2._t-- = 2 It 'nd! (6.1.8)
where the Fourier symbol
z = -iNsin 0- 4_4N(1 - cos0) 2
(1
(6.1.9)
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Here, i = x/"L'T, and 0 is the Fourier angle. If the residual function for any stage q is given by
R(q) = (£(' + £AD) w(q) (6.1.1o)
then t,he amplification fact, or for an m-stage scheme is
g(z) : 1 + f(O):(O) (6.1.11)
where
_"_ (6.1.12)f(o) -- K 1 -+- t<2 z2 + "'' nt- _m_
Here, h_1 : am with c_,, = 1 for consistency, and _t = h;/-lam-/+l with l = 2, 3 ..... m. Since
g(z) is anMytic, the maximum modulus theorem guarant.ees that all contours 19(z)l < 1 lie inside
the absolute stability curve ]g (z)l = 1. For I his subclass of schemes, which are schemes sat.isfying
the requirement that. 1:[ _< (_n - 1) (refs. 3 and 41), the optimal polynomials are defined as
-iz i t. -i: -iz
(6.1.1:_)
where T t. is a Chet_yshev polynomial, and l: > 2.
five-stage schemes given in reference 39 are
The coefficients _1 for the four-stage and
h;l=l
1
2
1
K 3 =-
1
all (]
t_l=l
1
K 2 = 2
3
h: 3 = 16
1
h; 4 = 32
1
h;5 = 1"_
respec t.ivel y.
In the more general situation, the amplification factor is not a polynomiM in z. For exalnplc,
consider the sulwla.s_ of schemes defined by equation (6.1.5) that are called (m. n) schemes. The
m refers lo t.he numl)er of stages, and 7_ designates the number of evaluat.ions of l.he dissipative
cont.ribulion. For example, asstune a (m.2) scheme, where the numerical dissipation terms are
evaluated on the firsl and _cond stages and frozen for the remai,i,g sl ages (similar to the (4.2)
schenle used). Lel. z,. = _(:) and z i = i3(z). Then. if m >_ 3. lhe f of equation (6.1.12) is
replaced by
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f = ml -- (mlO_lZ, ' + t_2zi)=? + (m2O_lZr + t_3zi)zi 1 ....
+( 1)"(m._2,_lZ,.+,_,,,_lzi)z_ "-3 " "'"' .,-2
-- -- (--1) t_mzz i (6.1.14)
C_)nsider the (5,3) scheme generally used, where the dissipation ternrs are evaluated on the
first., third, and fifth stages, and frozen on the second and fourth stages. For this scheme, the
weighting factors for the dissipation terms (Tq,' in eq. (6.1.5)) are as follows:
300 = 1
_10 = 1
_'11 =0
320 ---- F 3
321 = 0
3"22 = '73
")30 ---- F3
"_31 : 0
_32 = "73
333 = 0
')4o= v3r 
341 --0
34_ 5"3P5
')43 0
344 ")'5
(6.1.15)
where F3 = (1 - T3 }, r 5 = (1 - _5 ), _.._= 0.56, and _ = 0.44. The symbol of the time-steppfllg
operator f for this scheme is given by
(6.1.16)
W he FP
21 = zi + _..szr
z 2 : z i + _tzr
23 = _2(1 - (_1:i)
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Ill a munberof flowcomputations,four-stageandfive-stageschemesareapplied(rely. 19,24,
43,and44). Fortheseschemes,the residualfunction is
R(q)= 1 ( q )£('W (q) -4- _D w(0) + E9q," £AD w(') (6.1.17)
F=0
By evMuating tile physical diffusion terms on tile first, stage only, the computational effort of
tile scheme is reduced. This incompatibility with the computation of the numerical dissipation
terms does not cause any deterioration ill the performance of the schemes. The e_alua.tion of the
numerical dissipation terms on certMn stages (and the weighting of these evaluatiol_s) provides
two advantages. First., the parM)olic stability lilnit can be extended, and the high-frequency
damping can be improved. Second, the expense of calculating the dissipation terms can be
reduced. Reference 3 provides additional discussion on tile weighting of dissipation.
The time-stepping parameters for the four-stage scheme are
1
°l : 7
l
1
o3 _-
o4 1
(6.1.18)
Since (_,,,_ 1 = 1/2, the scheme is ._-cond-order accurate in time. The numerical dissipation l erms
are evaluated the same as for equation (6.1.14). For the model problem of equation (6.1.6), lhe
absohlte stability curw" for this scheme is presented ill figure 6(a.). The hyperlmlic stability
linfil. (as determined by the extent of the stM_ilit.y interval on the ilnaginary axis) is 2v_. The
parabolic stability lilnit (as determined by tl,e extent of the stability inl,erval on the negative
real axis) is 4. The dashed line (fig. 6(a)) represents the locus of the Fourier symbol as defined
in equation (6.1.9), and must lie inside the 191 -- 1 curve for stability. Figure 6(b) shows the
variation of the amt)lification factor 9 with the Fourier angle 0. The schelne exhibits good
high-frequency damping, which is cmeiM for a rapidly convergent nmltigrid method. When
analyzing the stability and damping properties, it is important to include all components of tile
scheme. For example, if t,he stability limit of the algorithm is extended through the introduction
of an implicit residual smoothing procedure (di_ussed in section 7.2), some deterioration in tlw
high-frequency damping occum (figs. 6(c) and 6(d)).
In the case of tile five-stage scheme, the basic parameters are
1
1
3
1
a5 : 1
(6.1.19)
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(a) Stability curves with iwo evaluations of dissipation;
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(c) Stability curves with implicit residual smoothing
CFL = 4.8; 3 = 0.6; _(2_ = 0; _1,t) = 1/32.
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Figure 6. Plots of four-stage R-K scheme; _t_) = 0; _tl) = 1/32; coefficients are 1/4, 1t3, 1t2, and 1.
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A very large parabolic stability limit is established by evaluating tile artificial dissipation terms
on the first., third, and fifth stages with the weightings of equations (6.1.15). Figure 7(a) shows
that for this scheme, the hyperbolic stability limit is 4 and the parabolic stability limit is about 9.
Figure 7(b) shows that, this five-stage scheme also has good high-frequency damping. Figures 7(c)
and 7(d) show the stability curves for this scheme when implicit residual smoothing is applied.
In practice, with the implicit residual sxnoothillg, a CFL number of 7.5 is u_d for this schexne.
For the four-stage scheme, a CFL number of 5.0 is used. So, with one additional evaluation of
the implicitly smoothed residual function, the CFL number increases by a factor of 1.5.
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(c) St abilily curves with hnplicil residual smoolhing:
(!FL = 6.0; 3 = 0.6.
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Figure 7. Plots of tive-slage lq-K scheln_': _,-!_1 = 0; t,flt = 1/32: coellici,'nts are 1/4. 1/6, ::_/S. 1/2. and 1.
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6.2. Stability of Rmlge-Kutta Schemes for Systems
Tile compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be classified as either hyperbolic-parabolic or
incomplete-parabofic type (refs. 45-47). As discussed ill section 6.1, these equations are solved
numerically with a nmmber of a class of multistage time-stepping schemes. By coi_sidering the
hyperbolic (inviseid) and parabolic (viscous and numerical dissipation) operators separately,
sufficient, conditions for stability can be obtained. These conditions can be used as a start, hag
point for estilnating a time step for solving the full Navier-Stokes equatioIrs.
To estimate the restriction on the time step due to convection and diffusion, we consider
the two-dimensional, Navier-Stokes equations expressed in generalized coordinates (4,7/). These
equations can be written as
o_ 0+-(_) 0_(',) 0_I,+) off ')
0---7+ o-V-+ 0,_ - o_ + o-U (6.2.])
where W = J-Iw, with j-1 and W representing the inverse of the transformation Jacobian
and the vector of conserved flow variables, respectively. Tile derivatives associated with
the transformatioll from Cartesian coordinates (x,y) to (_,q) and the corresponding inverm
transformation are related as
_y ely = 7-i" L-X,i x_
and the inverse of the t,rans_formation Jacobian is given by
j-1 _ O(x, y)
0(_, q) - x_y, - x,y_ = l)
The t,ransformed inviscid flux vectors F(_) and _'(,/) are given by
F(() = j-_ (&.F(() _ _yF(,)) (6.2.2)
_'(,) = ,l -t (qj.F(() - qyF('l))
Usingthenotationofreference4_,theviscous_uxvecto_i'F )_nd_I,'')
fF) ;_(_,_)ow _(c,,)ow
= o_ + o--T
_i,,)= h(,,,,)o__ww+_(,,,_)ow
where
_((_._J) = B]('"_)M.
(6.2.3)
can be expressed as
(6.2.4)
(6.2.5)
(6.2.6)
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n(a 3)
and /41 is a vinous matrix obtaflmd by rewriting the _'_, vectors in terms of primitive
variables. The matrix M, which tran_orms noncon_rva,t, ive (primitive) variables to conservative
variables, and the inverse of matrLx M are given by
M =
1 0 0 0
-up-1 p- 1 0 0
-vp -1 0 p-1 0
02 -(_- 1)u -(_- 1)v (_- 1)
(6 7)
and
1 0 0 0 1
u p 0 0
M -1 = (6.2.8)
, 0 p 0
(-)-1)-102 pu pv ('_ - 1)-1
resl)ectiwqy, with 02= (_ _ 1)(u2+_,2)/2, The viscotLs matrices B('_"q. B(q,'l), B(,_,'J)and t)(q'8)
are defined according to
with
_(,.3) =
0 0 0 0
0 ,,o, 3 k;o, 3Dx ,x "- x.q 0
-n, 3 --a ,3
0 it u ,.,. i_u,u 0
_,,,_ v,_Al { Oa 03 Oo 03 )
-  a-g-jN+ + t'v" vJ
(6.2.9)
(6.2.10)
B",':_-v/'_M ( _ ) P Vo.V3 (6.2.11)R_ _ Pr
where the nondimeasionMization of section 3.1 is employed, V is the gradient opera.tot, and
6,,b is the Kronecker delta. Using the Jacobian matrices A(") = O_'(")/OW, where (_ E {n, 3},
equation (6.2.1) can be rewritten as
Ol + A_P-- + " - \ -- i'bl J-- O_ 07j O_ O_ +
(6.2.12)
whe re
._ (,,) = ]-'u/:(") + (_,02 t '('') - (3 - 2)n.,.u a.qu - (_ - 1)_.,.v (? - 1 )n.,.-vl :(_) + n q02 o,'v - (9 - l)ouu /r(_) _ (_ _ 2)_qr (9 l)oq
lr('_)(02--_) o.r_'-(?- 1)ul '_(") ou_-(')- l)rl '(n) 51 :!'')
(6.2.1:;)
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with U (t)) = azU + ay'v, and w = 7E - 4)2. Assume the coefficient matrices of equation (6.2.12)
are locally, constant, ill space and time, and transform to primitive variables. Then, obtain
cOWp + .._-(() OWp + _-(,1) cOWp _ _.((,() 02Wp __ -_ (qal) 02Wp
Ot O_ O_ 0_2 Or?
+
c9(0_ (6.2.14)
where
Wp=[p u v p]r (6.2.15)
_-(_)
U(_ )
0
0
0
pax pay 0
U (a) 0 p-lctx
0 U(o) p-lay
7pa. 7pay U (° )
(6.2.16)
(a,3) = )l,l/3}a,d) = p-1
0 0 0
R(_,J /3a,30 _'x,x x,y
13a,d Ra ,d0 g,x ".-'y,y
--(_- 1)/3a 'Jpp -1 0 0
The eigenvalues oft, he matrices _-(a) are
lr (_')
U(,_)
The eigenvalues of the matrices _(t_'(_) are
0
__--Tr_
ttl- 1
(2t* + AWl
W he re
F 1 - v/_rM 1(o_*' + ,,2)
4O
0100
(_- 1)B a,d
(6.2.17)
(6.2.18)
(6.2.19)
For tile matrices B" (o,J), the eigenvMues a,re
0
Its: 2 ( To • g'3)
_/TMI_e[(A+p31_)(V.o. V'd)+ (A +pt'--_)IV'o] [V'3[] (6.2.20)
V__tR,[(a +p3t,)(v,. v/_) (a +pt')lVol IV/_l]
Abarbanel and Gottlieb (ref. 49) showed that the matric_ of equation (6.2.14) call be simulta-
neously symmetrized with the similarity transformation determined by
,q =
[ x/Tpc -I 0 0 0
017,/_ 1 0 0
0 1 0
: c. o o s--_---,r,cJ
(6.2.21)
1 -1 c-1 ]
77z, 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
,q-1 _-- (6.2.22)
0 0 1 0
1 pc 0 0 _p-lc-1
¢:,(:. - l) V:-i
[Tsing this sinfilarity transformation, rewrite equa.tion (6.2.14) as
Ov0__7+ A(¢) OV_ + A('J) 0V0,--'7= B(¢_)O'2V_ + B('J"_) 02v0q2 + (B(_''_) + B('_'¢)) 0_0710"2v (6.2.23)
where
"4(°) = 'g'-lT_-(")'q /
El(,,,,_) = ,g-l'_" (o ,3) S
(6.2.24)
with ct, 3 E {_,q}.
I)efine as a. discrete computationa.1 domain {(_. q) " 1 _< _ _< L, 1 < q _< L. and .._k_ = _.M/ = 1}.
where l, = N, the nulnl)er of nlesh intervals in either coordinate direction. Let. a discrete,
vector function, such a.s V(i _,_,j =-M/) = V(i,j), I)e denoted l)y Via'. If the spatial derivatives
of equa.tion (6.2.23) are a.l)l)rOXin|ated with _cond-order central differences, the _midiscrel.e
represen tat ion
d
-_77Vi,j + £Vi, j = 0 (6.2.25)
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is obtained,where
_.V i, j = ( A(_)) i,jtt_5_ Vi j + ( A(q))i,jttqsq g i,j - ( B(_'_)) i,js_gi, j
_ + ( a 2-- ,j6qV i, j (6.2.26)
Then, taking the Fourier t.ransfonn of equation (6.2.25) yields
d _
At-_Vi,j = -At£Vi,j = zvi,j
where the caret indicates a transformed quantity, and
Z = Z(! 9- Z D (6.2.27)
with
ZC= --iAt (A(() sin 0( + A('/)sin 0_l)
ZD=--_t[ 4B({'{)sin20_ _1.7-+ (B (_''/) + B('/£))sin 0_ sin 0q + 4B(q'q)sin 2
and i = _/Z-T
If all terms in the flow equations and the mlmerical dissipation are evaluated at each step
of the R-K scheme, then the amplification matrix G for an m-stage scheme is a function of one
variable. In particular
G(Z) = I + glZ + t,_2Z "2+ • .. + g,,,Z ''_ (6.2.28)
where gl is a fimction of the coefficients of the R-K scheme. (See eq. (6.1.12) for definition.) Let
Aq(G) be any eigenvalue of G(Z), and let. A q(£) be any eigenvalue of L2. Also, let. z = -AIAq(£).
The eigenvalue Aq(G) is related to z as
Aq(G) = 1 + alZ + _2z 2 + .-. + amz m (6.2.29)
The stability of a scheme requires that the amplification matrix satisfies the condition
II G" II _< c for all n. The spectral radius cr of a matrix is defined as equal to the largest
eigenvalue in absolute value. If the matrix G is normal (i.e., GG* = G'G), then its norm is
equivalent to the spectral radius cr(G). Thus, a normal matrix requires that (r(G _ ) = crn(G) _< C'.
This condition is equivalent, to the Von Netmlaml condition for stability that requires
(7((;) < 1 (6.2.30)
Hence, if Z and G are normal matrices, the condition for stability is
Ig(:)l= Iz i (6.2.31)
for all q.
To det,ermine sufficient conditions for stability, consider separately the hyperbolic and
parabolic operators associated with equation (6.2.1). First examine the stability for the Euler
equations (i.e., R,e- -- ,:v, in eq. (6.2.1)). The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for
stability:
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Theorem 6.1 SupposetheR-K sch.em_ satisfies the property that
[-i Nc'rL.i A:('FL] C {: c c I.q(:)l _ 1} (6.2.32)
whe1_ N(,FL is the C'FL ,uml_r for the R-hscheme. As,sum_ smooth initml data, such that
the Cauchy problem for the Ealcr equations is u,dl-posed. If th._ Eulcr equatiom_ are soh,cd u,ith
this R-l( schem_' and _ccond-or& r c_nte _d differenc_ approztmaho,s for the .spatial de rivativ_s.
the condition
.st [_(oA<) + s_4('_))] < _'_,rL (6.2.33)
a,h_,_ Iol _ 1, a,,d lal _ 1 t.s sufficient for stabilit¢ of the le,earz=td problem.
The proof follows directly. Since the matrices A ('5) and A ('l) are symmetric, the amplification
matrix G(Z) is zmrmal. Furthermore, for a. cent.ral difference scheme, the Fourier transform of
the first, derivative is a pure imaginary number, tlence, Z = -i-kt (A('_)sin 0_ + A('I)sin Oq),
and so the result follows (remember that A_ = _71 = 1).
Now consider the parabolic equat, ion derived from equal, ion (6.2.23) by eliminating the
firs_'t-order spalia] derivatives. The Fourier symbol of the difference operator is given by
equalion (6.2.27)when A ('_)= 0. Let ND denol.e the difflLsion numl_er of the H-K scheme (i.e.,
_VD defines the st.ability int.erval along 1.lie negaliw_ real axis). Then, the maxinmm Mlowa.ble
time st.ep is ND -kID, where _tD = Ax2/(4t t) for the I-D scalar diffusion equation with central
differencing, wit.h t t being the diffusion coefficient. A sufficient condition for sta.lfilily is defined
a.s follows:
Theorem 6.2 ,%pposc the R-I( scheme satis.fi_s the property that
[-xD,0]c {: ec ly(:)l_< 1} (6.2.:,,4 )
where N D is the d_.ffu.sioJ_ ,_tmber for the R-h'schcme. Assume ,smooth tl_tt_al data. such that
the' Cauch._t problem for th,_ viscoms equahons ts u_ell-poscd. If the viscous equation, s aT_ soh,cd
w_th th._s R-t_sch_m_ al_d scco_d-onl_r c_'ntered spatial d_f[er_nc_ng, the condition
max(At O'D) < N D (6.2.35)
w_th
CrD 4 o" B(('_)sh_ 2 + B(,_ ,t)sm2 1 B(C,t) B(,t,_))sinO_sinO, _
is sufficient for stabilillq of the' linearized equaliott,
Z = -At 4 B('5,_sin_-.._.- _ + B('_"0sin :_ + (B {_''l) + B ('_'_)) sin 0< sin 0q
2
(6.2.36)
is a negat, iw" real symlnel, ric nia,t,rLx, G(Z) is again norlnal. Therefore, the proof is similar to
ltie proof of theo rein 6.1. Not e lhal, if l,h_2 cross-dcriva, l ire lerms are neglected, the inequ alil,y of
rqua, l,ion (6.2.3.5) reduces t,o
_,, +...,.,.)]_< (6.2.37)
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Next.,supposenmnericaldissipationin the form of fourth-differenceterms is addedto tile
discreteviscousequations.Then
tB(_ ()_. .52`_r. • (q'_))ij 2 . .£Vi,j :--_ ' J*,J _v*,J --(t_ 6qVt,j
_ + .¢6U, j
+ s(4)o'(]4(())6:Vi,j + e(4)a()l(q))_Vi,j (6.2.38)
and the Fourier symbol of equation (6.2.27) is replaced by Z = Z D + ZAD, where Z D is defined
the same as in equation (6.2.27), and
Z AD = -16 At _(4)a(74(() sin 4 0_-_-+ A('J) sin4_L)I
with I being the identity matrix.
Lemma 6.3 If only the viscous terms and the fourth-difference dissipation terms are considered,
then th_ condition
max [At (orD + aAD)] < N D (6.2.39)
with a D the same as g_ven in equation (6.2.3,5) and
O'AD = 16e(4)a .4(()sin 4 -_-+ sin 4
is sufficient for the linearized stabililq of th.c multistage scheme.
The proof is the same as the proof for theorem 6.2. If cross-derivative terms are neglecled, the
inequality of equation (6.2.39) becomes
(t_.2.40)
6.3. Time Step Estimate
Now consider the situation where the R-K scheme simultaneously satisfies the properties of
equatiol_s (6.2.32) and (6.2.34). Also consider the 1-D ca_ in the _ direction. The R-K scheme
then depends on the matrix Z, where Z = -At(iA(_)sinO+4B(_,_)sin20_/2). Since A(D
and B(_,_) do not comnmte, the matrix Z, and thus the amplification matrix G, are no longer
normal naatrices. Hence, the Von Neumann condition on the largest eigenvalue of matrix G is
now a necessary, but not a sufl3cient., condition for stability. Thus, there is no simple way to go
from properties of matrix Z to properties of matrix G. The spectral mapping theorem relates
the eigenvalues of matrix Z to the eigenvalues of matrix G. Since the eigenvalues do not tell
the entire stability story, energy estilnates based on norms must be used. However, no simple
relatioiM_ip exists between the norm of matrix Z and the norm of matrix G.
In practice, a simplified stability condition is used to estimate the time step. There is no
stricl n,a.thenlatical proof of stability with this condition; nevertheless, it seems to work well.
Consider
N(,F L
At(' =
o'(,
ND
'Ai D =
_7D
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W he ]7e
Let
so that
o"D = cr(B 4-0"( t (q'q))q-er( '(4'0))
1 1 1
Al At(, AID
At = N('FL (6.3.1)
at,-4- (NC,FL/ND)C;D
Schemes in which N('FL ,_ ND have been considered.
computational domain is then computed as
where f/ is the cell area, and
The t, ime step for each cell in the
_.-XI -- N('FL _
A('+ AD (6.3.2)
A(' = A,_ + A,I
A D = tAD) ( -F tAD), / -t- (Z_D),_,/
with A_ and A,/ defined hy equation (4.2.5), and
")P _--l(x,2 -4- !1,_)
t_e pPr
v'_M ")p __l,x2_ 2, (6.3.3)
tAD),/ _ ppT--"7 t Z + _
For the thin-layer, Navier-Stokes equations, take A D = tAD) q, where 7! is the direction normal
to the boundary lwer.
Relnark 6.4 ,q'o far, only central differencing is considered for the spatial approx_matiolts _1_
estimating a lime step for an _aT_licil R-K schem_. ,c,'inc_ a numerwal-flua: function for a_
upwn_d scheme can generally be ezpressed as the sun, of a centered (physwal) contribution and
a numerical dissqmt_on conlributton, then equation (6.3. I) is also a reasonable estimate for the
lZme' step wh_ al_ upwind schcm_ _s used.
7. Convergence Acceleration Techniques
7.1. Local Tilne Stepping
The first lechnique employed to accelerate convergence of the basic explicit time-stel)ping
scheme to a steady-state solution is local time stepping, where each cell is ul)dated using an
individua] time step. For simplicity, the one-dimensional Euler equations are used to understand
the meaning of local time stepping from the discrete point of view. Suppose the Euler equations
are written in l he form
OW OW
+ A _ = 0
Ol Ox
If the equations are discretized in an explicil sense, then
AW = AW"
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wherethe tilde indicatesthat the vectoror matrix is for the completediscretesystem.The
block matrLxAis afunctionof Atn.n/Ax, with Atmi n being the minimum time step permitted
in the domain, and each element of A being a 3 by 3 matrix. Let tile explicit matrix A for the
syst.em of difference equations be preconditioued by the diagonal matrix A, given by
A : Diag[ ;_72I At'_aI ... AI'---N_2I At---N_II ]
where
'_-{i-- -A't i i=2 N-1
Atnfi,
Here, Ati is the largest local time step allowed by stability, and I is a 3 by 3 identity matrix.
This process results in a significant speedup in the transport of information, and an increase by
roughly a factor of two in the convergence rate of explicit schemes.
7.2. Residual Smoothing
The local stability range of the basic time-stepping scheme can be extended by applying
a procedure called implicit residual smoottfing. This technique was first introduced by Lerat
(ref. 50) for the Lax-Wendroff scheme, and later devised by J ameson (ref. 51) for R-K schemes.
The constant-coefficient approach of Jalneson is discussed in section 7.2.1. Some basic properties
of residual smoothing are also presented. Then, variable coefficients for implicit smoothing are
discussed. The coefficients introduced in this paper, and those of Martinelli (ref. 27), are derived
and compared. In section 7.2.3, coefficients are developed for implicit residual smoothing that
allow a time-step estimate independent of a physical difftLsion limit.
7.2.1. Constant coefficients. The constant-coefficient, implicit residual averaging of
Jameson (ref. 51) can be applied in two dimensions using the factored form
. _-(.,) ...(m).
(1-/3_VgAs)(1-/3,jV,t_,l/,t.i, j = J_id * (7.2.1)
where the quantity VA is a standard second-difference operator, and thus
. ._'('") _-(,,,) ,,_-(,,,) . _-(")
_'_ a'x_'_'i,j = '"i-l,j - at'ij "e i+l,j
The quantity d is a smoothing coefficient., and (_,7/) are the coordinates of a unifomfiy spaced,
computational domain. The residual of the mlsmoothed scheme 7_!". _) is defined by
t,J
_pv(., ) Alij (,,,-1) .... (0)
i,j =Om _[_'cWi,j + t'DW i,j + AD(')] (m = 1 5) (7.2.2)
and computed in the Runge-Kutta stage m, AD(") is the total artificial dissipation at stage
_-(m)
m, and '_'i,/ is the final residual at stage m after the sequence of smoothings in the { and _/
directiorts. A tridiagonal system of equations ks solved for each coordinate direction to obtain
_-(,,)
the unknown residuals _'i,j • To determhle _ and /_'/, Jameson (ref. 51) considers the model
problem of equation (6.1.6) without numerical di_ipation (i.e., the convection equation). Then,
the semidisc rete equation (6.1.7) becomes
d.{u
At dl -- '.5,1t_.'u!j
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with
At£u,j =-_-(U_+l- ,j_
and the Fourier symbol of the difference operator -_XtL; is given by
z = -At£ = -iN sin 0 (7.2.3)
Let, A_j define the correction, or residual, obtained from the implici! smoothing procedure, so
thai,
(1 -/_VA) 2._7,j = ,_'Xwj (7.2.4)
and the Fourier symbol of equation (7.2.3) is replaced by
N si n 0
z= -i
• 01 + 4/3 sin 2 7
(7.2.5)
A sufficient condition for stability is as follows:
max I:l < N* (7.2._)
for all 0, and N* is the Courant number of the unsmoothed scheme. Solving for sin 0 and cos 0
corresponding t.o the maximum of ]z] yields
sin0- 1+2;3
2/_ ]
cos0_  T75 j
(7.2.7)
Using equations (7.2.7) and the sufficient condition of equation (7.2.6), the smoothing coefficient
_s determined by
,_ _>¥ \?,:,1 - I (7.2._a)
or
/3_> _- _ -1 (7.2.8b)
where At* is the time step of the unsmoothed _heme. In subsequent di_u_ion, this 3 will be
referred to a.s the 1-D smoothing coefficient and will 1)e designated by' /]I-D.
Illstead, consider the diffusion equation
0 _1' 021t'
-5-(= t'
If the spatial derivative is again approximated with a central difference, and a Fourier t.raltsforn_
ks taken of the resulting semidiscrete equation, the Fourier symbol of the producl of._Xl and the
difference operator are given by
z = --,'VD sin20
2
where the diffusion number N D = 4_llt/Ax 2. If the residual smoothing operator of equa-
lion (7.2.4) is applied, then
- A"D sin 2 0/2
: = (7.2.9)
1 + 4,'3Dsin20/2
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A sufficient stability condition for an R-K scheme is
max t _l< Nb
for all O, where N_) ks the diffusion number of the unsmoothed scheme. With tile same procedure
employed for the convection equation, tile smoothhlg coefficient is determined as
flD >---_" \/y_ - 1 = _- \Ate) 1 (7.2.10)
Thus, for the scalar diffusion equation, the smoothing coefficient flD is proportional to
tt At/tAx) 2. As will be shown in section 7.2.3, tiffs type of fl can be combined with the type of
/3 given by equations (7.2.8) to yield a formulation suitable for a convection-diffusion equation.
Some properties of implicit residual smoothing are now examined. If residual smoothing ks
applied on each stage of an R-K scheme, the stability function given in equation (6.1.11) still
applies, with the z of the original (basic) scheme modified as in equation (7.2.5) or (7.2.9). This
stability behavior leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 7.1 Let £ be the Fourier symbol of any discrete spatial operator for the convection-
diffusion equation. Let equation (6.1.11)be the stabihty polynomial for an explicit m-stage R-K
scheme. Apply implicit residual smoothing, as in equation (7.2.4), after every stag_ of tb_ R-h"
scheme.
If the original scheme is unconditionally unstable, then the smoothed scheme is also uncon-
ditionally unstable. If the original scheme is conditionally stable, then the smoothed schem_ can
be made unconditionally stable by choosing fiAt sufficiently laryc.
Proof. Let z and z, be the symbols of the original and smoothed schemes, respectively. Then,
z_. = 1 + 4flsin20/2 (7.2.11)
Define r as the position vector corresponding to z. Thus, r emanates from the origin of the
complex domain and has magnitude tzl. Let r_. be the position vector associated with z_. If
the original R-K scheme is stable, then r does not temfinate outside the stability region S,
determined by the Von Neuxnarm condition 19(z)l <_ 1, where g(z) is the stability polynomial.
If the original scheme is urLstable, then them is no At > 0 small enough to allow r to be in
ft. Since the denominator of equation (7.2.11) merely acts as a scaling factor of r, the residual
smoothing cannot stabilize the unstable original scheme.
Suppose fl is proportional to At, as in equations (7.2.8) or (7.2.10). Then, 1"_.does not
terminate outside the boundary of 5' for any value of At, since /3 can always be made sufficiently
large. Moreover, the scheme is unconditionally stable.
Remark 7.2 Even though the explicit R-K scheme can be: made unconditionally stable with the
implicit residual smoothing, there is a practical limit on the time step when solving the hyperbolic
problem and taking fl o( At 2, as in equations (7.2.8). That is, if At is too large, conveTgenc_
slows down.
Leamna 7.3 Apply an explicit m-stage R-h" sch cme with implicit rvsidual smoothing to the scala r
equation
Ou._'+ c(4)Ax 304w -- 0 (7.2.12)
Ot Ox 4
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where _(4) is a constant coefficient, Assume that the residual smoothing coefficient ;3 i,s
proportional to N 2. Theft. th¢ symbol of lh_ smoothed schemc vanishes as At _ oc. and tb(
stability poly,omial g(z ) _ 1.
Proof. The symbol for the difference operator of equation (7.2.12) when implicit residual
smoothing is applied is given by
-16e(4)Nsin 4 0/2
1 + 43 sin 20/2
Using/3 -,- N 2 and taking At to be large, then
4 0
z, --_ - _=(4)sin2
N_ 2
Therefore. z.,. _ 0 as _t _ _x,. From equation (6.1.11), it. follows immediately lhal g(z) _ 1 as
2.,4 _ 0.
Remark As evident from L(mma 7.3. tb_ limit o1_ thc exte_tsio_ of stabihty with the implicit
smoothi_tg al_d equatioms (7.2.8) i,s caused by tht requiremeT_l to bav_ a ctrlait_ backgmul_d
dissipatimt (i.e., high-fi'equency damping). If 3 "_ N. as i_ th_ parabolic problem, then tb(
symbol z.,. does not vanish.
The use of const.ant coefficient.s in the implicit treatment (eqs. (7.2.8))proves satisfaclory
(extending the ('ourant number by a factor of two to three) even for highly stretched meshes
of viscous-flow computations (ref. 16), provided additional support such a.s enthalpy damping
(wf. 1) is introduced. However. the use' of entha.lpy damping, which a.ssum¢,_ consLanl total
enthMpy throughout the flow field, precludes the solution of problems with heal-transfer effects.
By using variable coefficienls ;_ and ;3,1, which account for the variation in mesh-cell-aspecl
ra, lio, residual smoothing can be applied without, the support ofenthalpy damping.
7.2.2. Vm'iable coefficients. The alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme and the iln-
plici! scheme of Lerat (ref. 52) exhibit a functiollal dependence of variMde smoothing coefficienls
on the characteristic speeds A8 and A,i, as defined in _ction 4.2 of this report. Appendix B shows
this functional dependence. Then. with a 2-D stM)ility analysis similar to the l-I) a nalysi._ of
the previous section, variable smoothing coefficients ca.n be obtained a.s
{13,_ =max _- i_-* l+rTt,_ - 1 ,0
;;;"t-- max < _- A:* 1 + rq_ 1
(7.2.13)
where again rr/8 = A,I/AEi. The limiting cases are ;38 -- /_I-D,/3q _ 0 a.s rq( -- 0 and
/3_ -- 0,/3,j -- ;_i - D, as r,t_ -- ,_.
A probleln exists with the smoothing coefl]cient.s of equations (7.2.13). In the typical cas'
of N/N* = 2, the Sllloothing coefficients vanish when r,K = 1, making the scheme /llLstal)]('.
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Martinelli (ref. 27)eliminatesthis difficulty by modifyingthe residualsmoothingcoefficientsof
equations(7.2.13)asfollows:
14-r, K ]
1 q4_rq-(1
(7.2.14)
where
¢(,.) = 1+ ,.¢ (7.2.1,5)
and tile exponent ( is taken t,o be 2/3. The function ¢_ is the same function used for scaling the
artificial dissipation coefficients. The introduction of this function seelns appropriate because
of the direct relationship between residual smoothing and artificial dissipation. For example, a
desired high-fl'equency, damping behavior of the scheme can be maintained when the dissipation
_s increased by increasing the residual smoothing.
The variable smootlfing coefficients /_( and /_'1 of equations (7.2.14) cannot be mfiquely
determined from a sufficient condition for stability, as the constant coefficient /_? was in
equations (7.2.8). Wigton and Swanson (ref. 53) use an additional constraint to derive the
parameters of equations (7.2.14). For completeness the short derivation of reference 53 is
presented.
Consider tile following sufficient condition for stability:
N 1 1 N 1 1
t- < 1 (7.2.16)
N* 1-4-r,,e _ N* 14-r7,_1 _-
a.s derived in appendix B. Let. the Courant numbers for the two coordinate directiolrs _ and 7/
be given by
N{ -- _tact _ N _( -- N 1AQ ,X_ + _'/ 1 + rq(
/Nq -- Atact -- N /_l/ -- N
;-_.t,I A( -4-kq I -4- rTh51
(7.2.17)
where A/a.ct. is the 2-D allowable time step for convection, and AI_ and Al,i are tile corresponding
1-D time steps. If the Courant number N in equation (7.2.16) is replaced according to
equations (7.2.17), the result. Ls
N, x, (7.2.1s)
As suggested by lemma 7.3,/_?_ and 3,/should be as sinalt as possible and still maintain stability.
With this objective in mind,/_ +/:?,/is nfininfized subject to equality in equation (7.2.18). Apply
the method of Lagrange multipliers and consider the function
F(3_'/_'J) = f_( +/_'1 + "_ (/_'_-\N*_i + N*N'IV/_)
5O
After equatingthe partial derivativesof F(_;?_, _,/), with respect, to ,'3( and /3,l, to zero. obtain
1 1
,'%_ = N, I (7.2.1.(-))( 1 + 4&) a/_ ( 1 + 43,t) a/2
Now, solving for _ and substituting the resulthlg expression int_ equation (7.2.16) yields
N 1 1 I 1 + r,IE (,,\, ,1"_-1/3' _< 1 (7.2.2(/)
With the equality of equation (7.2.20) holding, and tLsing equa1.,ons (7.2.17). ol)t.a.ill the
smoothing coefficients of equa.tioILs (7.2.14). As shown in reference 53, the function 0 arises
without any consideration of numerical dissipation terms. The role of the 0 fllnction is to
connect the values of/_ corresponding to low-aspect-ratio and high-asl)ect-ratio cells.
The variation of/:_ from equations (7.2.14) with r,K is shown as a solid line ill figure 8(a).
For this curve, the ratio of Coura.nt nunlbers N/N* is assumed t.o be 2. Observe that []_ _/31_i)
far r,K -- 0, and .;:?__ 0 for r,K -- c>c. In the case of r,l,_ = 1, dE = L_,I 7_ _I-D (a. value of 0.75
when N/,\.'* = 2). Based upon numerical calculat.ioI_s for inviscid flows using typical inviscid
meshes, smoothing coefficients 3_ and /_,/ that. are constant with a value of about 0A result in
rapid convergence. Values for .;]_ _> 0.7,5 and/or ./31t >__0.7,5 can cause a significant slowdown
in convergence. To provide improved smoothing coefficients, when rjK ,_ 1 lhe formulas of
equations (7.2.14) can be replaced with
):1}N 1 - 1 ,0,3_ = max _'* 1 + r,i _
/]'/ {[( ):1}1 N 1 - 1 ,0
=max _- N* l+V',r_g I
(7.2.21)
where _"' is a paraniet.er to be specified. Ilere. the connection function 0 is removed 1)y introducing
'_',. Figure 8(a) shows the curve tel)resent.rag .3_ when N/N* = 2 and = 0.25. For lhe ca..__ of
r,K = 1, ,"_ is 0.3.().
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To investigate stability ttsing the smoothing coefficients of equations (7.2.21), consider the
sufficienl stability condition
N 1 sin 0( ),,' 1 sin 0q
+ < 1 (7.2.22)
7"tl_N* 1 + N* 1 +G[ 1
for all 0( and Or/. In equation (7.2.22)
X,5 = 1+ 2fl( (1 - cos0E) /
/X'I --= 1 + 2fl, I (1 - cos 0,1) (7.2.23)
and rq_ = A,t/A _. This condition comes from the 2-D stability analysis given in appendix B.
(,See eq. (B18).) If r,i ( << 1, the condition of equation (7.2.22) reduces to apt)roximately
N sin 0c
' < 1 (7.2.24)
A'* X _ -
for all 0_. Using equations (7.2.7), obtain
N 1
< 1 (7.2.25)
N* _-
Sut)stit uting for 3_ ac cording t.o equations ( 7.2.21 ), the inequality eq uat ion ( 7.2.25 ) is satisfied.
Now, if r,/< >> 1, the condition of equation (7.2.22) reduces to approximately
N sin0,.k < 1 (7.2.26)
At* \ q --
for all 0,/. From equat.iolts (7.2.7) and the definition of flJI in equations (7.2.21), the inequality of
equation (7.2.26) is satisfied. Consider the ca_ of rr/( = 1. Assume 0( = 0,1 and d( = 3_t. Then
equation (7.2.22) l)ecotnes
b" < 1 (7.2.27)
for all 0(, where
It, can be shown that
k __
N sin 0<
N* Xc 2
( 1 + 83_) 5 ]
(1 + 43()(1 + 10;_) 4j
The 11
N 1
F.,ax < 0.9 (7.2.28)
- N* ,_
v ' _
By sut)stituting for d_ and taking (, _ 0.11, the condiiion of equal.ion (7.2.27) is sati_e(I. From
numerical experiments, this estimate for _' seenls io l)e conservative. A value for t' of 0.125
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worked well for both central and upwind schemes. Moreover, for central schemes ,/, = 0.25 also
works without causing stability pmblerns.
Calculations were performed for a case of hlviscid, transonic flow over an RAE 2822 airfoil to
evaluate the variable smoothh_g coefficients of equations (7.2.14) and (7.2.21). A typical invise id
mesh with 224 by 32 cells was used. Figure 8(b) shows the convergence histories corresponding
to the formulations of Martinelli (eqs. (7.2.14)) and Swanson (eqs. (7.2.21)). Convergence ks
measured by the logarithm of the root-mean-square of the residual of the continuity equation.
For each computation, the basic explicit scheme of equation (6.1.4) and a multigrid method
(described in section 7.3) were employed. The average rate of reduction of the residual was
defined by Rf = (rate)NRi, where R ks the residual for the continuity equation, the subscripts f
and i mean final and initial values, respectively, and N denotes the number of multigrid cycles.
With the coeffÉcients of equations (7.2.14), the average rate of residual reduction is 0.889, while
with the coefficients of equations (7.2.21), the average rate of residual reduction is 0.789. As
expected, the two formulations exhibit only small differences in convergence behavior in the case
of turbulent flow calculations, since the high-aspect-ratio cells of the mesh, usually defined to
resolve the boundary layer, determine the convergence rate.
%2.3. Removal of diffusion limit. The diffusion restriction on the time step (eq. (6.3.1))
can be a significant factor in viscous regions of a flow field, causing excessive restrictions
on the allowable time step At. In this section the diffusion-based, smoothing coefficient of
equation (7.2.10) is utilized to construct a new smoothing parameter that allows the removal of
this diffusion restriction.
Considering the thin-layer form of the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations allows use of the
smoothing coefficient of equations (7.2.21) in the streamwise-like (_) direction. A possible
formulation for the normal 71 direction depends on a diffusion-type /3 near the surface, and
a convection-type ;3 when the viscons effects are no longer important. Consider the dependency
in equation (7.2.10) on the ratio of the actual At to the At of the basic explicit scheme. To
remove the diffusion limit on the time step, the actual time step must be independent of diffusion
effects. Thus, .set N D = 0 ill equation (6.3.2), giving
N f_
At = Atact - _'_)_,_+ (7.2.29)
where f_ is the area of the mesh cell being considered. In the part of the boundary layer where
diffusion effects dominate, define the time step of tile unsmoothed scheme (At*) by
ND f_ (7.2.30)
At* = (AtD),t = (AD)----"7
where
Then define
()_D),_ - v/_M ,),/1 _-1( ' y_)Rc p-P"7 a._+
l[,, ct ](/3O),l = _ (,,_ktD) q 1 (7.2.31)
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If (AtO),l = A/act, /3D = 0. This means that the full parabolic stability limit is being used for
the physical diffusion terms. Since the nuinerical dissipation of the scheme is not included in
the analysis, replace equation (7.2.31) with
1 [ A/act 1] (7.2.32)(;_o),_ = 7 C'l ('--Xto),j
where C1 is a coltst, ant. Equation (7.2.32) accounts for any possible influence on the stability
caused by a single evaluation of the physical viscous terms in the muh.istage time-stepping
scheme. By using equations (7.2.29) and (7.2.30) to replace A/ac t and (AID), I, respectively.
equation (7.2.32) can be rewritten as
1 [ N (AD),I 1] (7.2.33)(/:_D)q =- -_ C1]V D A(-k- Aq
which can be approximated by
1_ (AD),I
(3D),t = _l ,_ + "_,l (7.2.34)
Either equation (7.2.33) or equation (7.2.34) can be used, provided the co_stant is defined
properly. Both equations successfully remove the diffttsion restriction on the time step. In this
paper, the simpler form of equation (7.2.34) is used, and has also been considered by Radespiel
and Kroll (ref. 54). Numerical experiments have shown that a satisfactory value for Cl is 5.
For the full Navier-Stokes equations (including all viscol_s terms), a coefficienl _D for the
streamwi_-like direction (() shouM also be defined. Using the form of( 3D), / in equation ( 7.2.34 ),
(.;:?D)_ is defined as
1-77, (AD)_ (7.2.35)
(3D)'_ = -4-(1 t_ + A'l
w lie r e
x  _2_1 9t t -1 2 y2)(AD)E = Re pPv f2 (x,i +
The variable coefficient of equation (7.2.:)4) generally cmmol be used alone. For example, in
an airfoil flow, (.;3D),I goes to 0 too fast. a.t the leading edge, resul! ing in a 0-value in the invi_'id
region. This difficulty is overcome t)5' calculating/3,j as
;_,, = max[(/3D),j, (_C,),,]
where (.'3(,), I is defined by equations (7.2.21). In a similar manner, (;_D),{ in equation (7.2.35) is
redefined.
According to the l.heory presenled in reference 55, the residual smoothing is evaluated only
on the even steps of an R.-K lime scheme. In l)racl.ice, the residual smoothing is evaluated during
every stage, which is more expensive bul produces a more robust algorithm.
7.3. Mlfltigrld Method
The concept of mult,igrid acceleration of an ilerative scheme was firsl suggested t) 5' Fedorenko
(ref. 56). The flmdamental ideas of this approach currently u_d in many al_l)licat, ions are
principally due to reference 57. Although most of the theou develol)ed for lhe mult.igrid method
i,s for ellipt.ic problems, a number ofeffeclive mulligrid solvers (re[s. 3, 58.59, attd 60) have been
const.ru('ted for lhe Euler equations of gas dynamics, which are hyl)erbolic. Transonic and
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subsonic flows have been computed with these solvers. Some nmltigrid methods (refs. 19, 20,
22, and 23) have also been devised for the numerical solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equatiolLs. In section 7.3.1, the basic theory of the multigrid process is briefly reviewed. Then,
the operators used in the present method are defined. Section 7.3 concludes with a discussion
of the various elements of tile multigrid technique of this work.
7.3. 1. Basic concepts of multigrid methods. In the simplest sensc, the multigrid method
involves applying a sequence of grids to solve a discrete problem. More specifically, a faster
rate of development of the solution on a fine grid is achieved by" approximating the fine-grid
problem on successively coarser grids in the sequence. With suitable coarse-grid approximations
of the fine-grid problem, the low-frequency error components on the fine grid appear as high-
frequency error components on the coarser grids. The low-frequency components on the fine grid
where the discrete solution is desired are precisely the error components that dramatically slow
the convergence of single-grid schemes. Thus, with a good high-frequency damping scheme, an
effective multigrid process (i.e., nmch more rapid removal of low-frequency errors than a single-
grid scheme) can be constructed. As will become evident, the driving scheme for the multigrid
process is not only important for providing smoottfing on each grid, but also for removing high-
frequency errors resulting from interpolation of corrections for the fine-grid approximation.
Two additional advantages are derived from displacing part. of the effort in solving a set. of
discrete equations to coarse grids. One advantage is that the larger mesh spacing permits larger
time steps, meaning that information is propagated rapidly in the domain of interest. Moreover,
for explicit time-stepping schemes such as the multistage schelnes described previously in thks
report., the increased time step is particularly important because the allowable time step depends
on the speed of sound. This acoustic dependence ks even more critical for viscous flows. A
second benefit of the coarse grids is that they require less computational work. For example,
in two dimensions, the computational effort, needed is decreased roughly by" a factor of four on
successively coarser meshes. Thus, the objective of the multigrid process is to spend much more
time on the coarse grids than on the fine grid.
The basic ideas of the multigrid process are revealed by considering the continuum problem
_:w(., y) = s(_:,.v)
AW(x, y) = (I)(x, y)
where the first equation ks associated with the domain _, and the second equation is associated
with its boundary 0f_. The symbols £ and A are general nonlinear, differential operators, and
both S and ¢ are source terms. Let Go,G1, ...,GN be a .set of grids, where GN is the finest
grid, and each successively coarser grid Gh.(/_" < N - l) is generated by eliminating every other
mesh line in each coordinate direction of the next, finer mesh. The discrete problem on G N is a.s
follows:
AN[V¥(x,Y) = _N
and l.I_- is the exact discrete solution. If wN(x,y )
equatiolts (7.3.1) can be written as
(x,y E GN) /
S(x,y E OG N ) (7.3.1
is an approximate discrete solution
£N u.,_: = S'.\: + R.v "1
SA:v w..v = _ :v + (R B ) .'_ (7.3.2
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where R N and (RB) N are residual functions. Subtracting equations (7.3.2) from equa-
t.ions (7.3.1) gives the residual equations for the G N problem. That ks,
£;v |VN - L;.v u';v = - R:'v
A v W¥ - A:vw.v = - (RR) N
These equations call be adequately approximated on GN_ 1 if tile residual functions and
corrections (II_- - WN) are smooth. Smoothing is accomplished by perforining all iteration
with all effective high-frequency damping scheme. The approximations of the residual equations
on the coarser grid G3;_ 1 are
£N-1 [{_V-1 -- _(/]x%--lwN) = --Ij_;-I/_N /
/AN_ 1[l_V_ 1 - A(I_)_- IU:N ) = 1_)- I(RB ) N (7.3.3)
where IN-I is a restriction operator. Note that if R:v = 0, then W.\'-I = lj_-lu'?, ,, and once a
steady state is reached on the fine grid, all corrections on the coarse grid are 0. Furthermore, for a
linear problem, the two terms on the left-hand side of equations (7.3.3) can be combined and the
error equation/;(error) = i:v-
-- N 1_ N is obtained. In general, the operator I[" is used to indicate
restriction when I > m and prolongation when 1 < m. Thus, a restriction operal,or transfers
information from a. fine grid t,o a coarse grid, and a prolongation operator (i.e., im, erpolating
polynomial) transfers information from a. coarse grid to a. fine grid. Equations (7.3.3) can be
rewritten as
£N-IWN-1 = ,b'N-1
w]lere
A N-I U'N-1 = ( ,q'B )N- 1
D
S.\- _ l : R N- l + F:v_ t
and
(TB)N_ l = (RB)N_ 1 + (FB)N_ 1
IN-I(--RN)+ £.\:_l(Ii_-lw.v) }
/;'N-1 ----- N " _ " (7.3.4)
I N- lw3. )= IN-I(--RB)N + AN-i((FB)N-1 N
Thus, the discrete problem on ON-1 has the same form as that on GN, except the forcing
functions of equations {7.3.4) are added t.o the residual functions. An improvement l.o the
approximate solution w N can be obtained by adding a coarse-grid correction. The fine-grid
solution is then given by
'w N -- w N + Ij)J I('WN_I -- IjQj-lwN)
i N- 1w5 ' ) is an approximation to the smoothed function W.. V -u' N.whe re the correction (w N_ 1 - N
In this work, the smoother chosen to solve equations (7.3.3) is a multistage R-K s('hemo of
the l.ype disclLssed in section 6. Thus, a. time derivative is added 1o the steady-state equations,
and the resulting equations are advanced in t)seudot, ime with several iterations of the multistage
method. Usually, one complete H-K t.inw st.e I) is performed on the filleSt mesh. and two or three
t.ilne st,eps are pen°ornied on coarser meshes.
Instead of immediately passing a correction from (@-1 to (@. the solution wA-_ l and
residual h'N-1 can Iw restricted to the grid (;.\;-2. I tera!ion sweeps can then be perfomwd t.o
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obtain a smoothapproximationof the correctionfunction WN_ 2 - WN_ 2. If this correction is
p_s_d to G N_I, iterations are performed, and the correction of G N_I is transferred to GN, a
multigrid cycle of three grids is completed. This cycle is called a V cycle.
There are other fixed-cycle strategies (i.e., W cycle), and variable-cycle strategies that
depend on a prescribed residual level, or a certain slowdown, in smoothing rate before changing
to a coarser grid problem (ref. 57). For each coarse grid G k in a cycle, the full current
approximation wl. and the initial (basic) approximation Wk+l (the approximation on grid Gk+l
that, is transferred to grid G/c ) are stored. The approximation w k is the sum of the G k correction
and the basic approximation. Brandt (ref. 57) refers to a scheme that stores the full, current,
approximation rather than only the correction as the full approximation storage (FAS) scheme.
7.3.2. TT_ansfev operators. The intergrid transfer operators employed in the present
multigrid method were introduced by Jameson (ref. 3) and asstmle that the umknowns are stored
at. the center of a mesh cell. The restriction operator for the residual is defined by
4
1
I£L.'+IRk+ l = _kkZ (_k+l/_k+l)l
/=1
(7.3.5)
where the residual function Rk+ 1 is expressed in the usual way as
1
J_k+l = Q--_+l£k+lWk+l
with £_.+1 and i2_.+1 denoting the spatial-discretization operator and the cell area, respectively,
on grid Gk+ 1. Thus, the modified residuals _..k+lWk+l of the four fine-grid cells corresponding
to a coarse-grid cell are summed. In this mamler, the residual transfer operation is conservative.
To transfer the solution from Gk+ 1 to Gk, the following volume-weighted operator is trsed:
ik+lwk+l = E4=l ( k+lWk+l)l
E£1
Again, the summations are over the four fine-grid cells, and the operator conserves mass,
momentum, and energy. The prolongation of corrections from G t. to Gk+ 1 is accomplished
with bilinear interpolation.
In elliptic multigrid methods, the residual-restriction operator is frequently defined as the
adjoint of the correction-prolongation operator, meaning that one operator is the transpose of the
other. (See appendix C for discussion of the adjoint property.) Such a relationship is convenient
for analyzing nmltigrid schemes (ref. 61). In typical multigrid methods using a cell-vertex, finite-
volume fornmlation for spatial discretization (refs. 3 and 24), the restriction operator ks defined
with full weighting (ref. 61), and bilinear interpolation is ttsed for the prolongation operator.
For full weighting, the restriction operator 1_'+1 is defined by
i k 2 2k+l( Ri,/)k+l = 4pxPy( Ri,j)k+l
where H is a standard averaging operator, and l hus
1
Ha.RiO = 7_(Ri+1/20 + Ri-1/2,j )
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and
tt2 Ri, j 1
= -_(Ri+l,j + 2Ri,j + R:__,j)
These operators are adjoint on a uniformly spaced mesh. The operators used in this paper do
not have the adjoint property.
Suppose the bilinear-interpolation operator is replaced with a piecewise, constant-prolongation
operator. This new prolongation operator transfers tile salne correction to all fine-grid ceils thai
comprise a coarse-grid cell. Using the inner product definit.ion of fmlctiolts, this prolongation
operator can be shown to be the adjoint of the restriction operator of equation (7.3.5). (_e ap-
pendix C.) However, this type of prolongation is not considered an appropriate choice. That is,
if the Navier-Stokes equatiolls are solved, prolongation does not. satisfy the requiremen| for the
intergrid transfer operators, which states that the sum of the order mp of the prolongation op-
erator, and the order 7_,. of the restriction operator must exceed the order 2_ of the differential
operator being considered (ref. 6 1). With the piecewise, constant prolongation, _nl, + 7_,. = 2. In
the case of the bilinear interpolation, mp+ 77_,. = 3 > 27_ = 2, and the requirement is satisfied.
Note that frequently a. restriction operator is chosen that is not the adjoint of the prolongation
operator.
7. 3.3. Elements of present method. Section 7.3.2 states that a forcing function is required
to properly define a coarse-grid problem for the muhigrid method. After initialization of the
coarse-grid solution, tile forcing term Pk is constructed a.s
Pk = ]_'+lT"_h.+l -- /_/c( 1_.'+1t/'k+l)
m
where t&,+l is the sum of the residual Rt:+l and forcing function f_.+1, and 0 < L" < N. If
k = N - 1, then t_N = IQv. In the case of the multistage time-stepping scheme, the (q + 1)st
stage becomes
wile re
_" ----"/1't: -- (tq+ 1
1 k{t_('u'(q)l"'k Dtt,l ,(0) D(q) )
and the superscripts C and D mean that the discrete operators are as_ocia.ted with the convection
and physical, viscous terms, respect, ively. The quantity AD represents the appropriate artificial
dissipation terms for a given stage. The residuMs on G h, are smoothed with an R-K scheme.
Information is transferred from one grid to another with a fixed cycle strategy.
Both V-type and W-type cycles have been considered. Figures 9(a) and 9(t)) show the
strttct.ure of these W-type cycles with four and five levels, respectively. Tile corot)arable V-type
cycles consist of the first, and last legs of these W-type cycles. Although the W-type cycle
becomes complex as the number of grids increases, it has a recursive definition. Thus. the
W-type cycle is essentially as ea,sy t.o program as the V-type cycle. The work of these cycles is
a.s follows for V-type cycle
4
Work M(; < _ Work FINE
and for W-type cycle
Work M(; < 2 Work FINE
The sut)script MG indicates nmltigrid cycle, and the subscript FINE refers to one time step
on the finest mesh. The work associated with grid transfer oI>eratiol_s has l>een neglected. A!
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(a)Four-levelcycle.
?L
4-level cycle ] 4-level cycle
without fine [ without finegrid grid
(b) Five-level cycle.
Figure 9. Structtu'e of multigrid W-type cycle; letter designatiolts are detined as S: solve equations, R: restrictsolufion
and residuals, and P: prolongate corrections.
a given grid level, additional R-K steps can be performed in both cycles. In particular, the
application of two R-K steps on GN_ 1 and three R-K steps oil all successively coarser grids is
an effective strategy. Multiple coarse-grid time steps reduce the number of cycles necessary to
reach a prescribed level of convergence (i.e., engineering accuracy, meaning three to four orders
of magnitude of reduction in the residual). However, the computational time required to realize
this level is about the same with or without the additional steps. The principal advantage of
these multiple iterations is the improved smoottfing of residuals, which is important for difficult,
nonlinear-flow problems.
Without additional coarse grid sweeps, the W-type cycle generally requires about, the same
amount of computer time for convergence (engineering accuracy) a.s the V-type cycle. The
advantage of the W-type cycle is that. it provides improved robnstness. Therefore, a W-type
cycle is used in the applications of this paper.
When solving the Navier-Stokes equations, the viscous terms are computed on each mesh in
the nmltigrid process rather than only on the freest mesh (i.e., a.s in the convective coarse-grid
correction scheme of Johnson (ref. 62). Computing on each mesh provides improved convergence
6O
behaviorfor low Reynoldsnumber(i.e., O(1000)) flow cases. For turbulent flows, the viscosity
associated with R,eynolds stresses is evaluated olfly oil the finest grid, and then determined oil
each successively coarser grid by a simple averaging of surrounding finer grid values. Averaging
is done t,o obtain a consistent, estimate of the eddy viscosity oil coarse meshes when an algebraic
turbulence model is being applied. The artificial dissipation model for the freest grid is replaced
on coarser grids with a simple, c onstant_coeffi cient, second-difference dissipation model. On each
grid, the boundary conditions are updated at every R-K stage.
In describing the nmltigrid method, section 7.3.1 states that on coarse grids apt)roximations
are COllstructed for the residual equatiolLs at, the boundary" points (eqs. (7.3.3)). In constructing
coarse grid approximations, the solution at, the boundary points on a coar_ _ grid is driven
by the residuals for the boundary points on tile next finer grid. llowever, for the present cell-
centered, fimte-volume scheme, such a treatlnent for the boundary points is not computationally
convenient (i.e., tile boundary points do not, lie on the boundaries them_lves, bul are located
in auxiliary cells outside of the domain). Instead, the fine-grid boundary conditions discttssed in
section 5 are applied on the coar_ grids, and fine-grid accuracy is ,lot. maintained a.t. coar_--grid
boundary points. When transferring coarse-grid corrections t,o a finer grid. only the changes
hi the solution at. the boundary points caused by R-K time stepping are used. Although this
method of treating boundary points can possibly affect the asymptotic convergence rate of the
multigrid method, it. does not change the tine-grid boundary values if the nlethod converges.
The robustness of the multigrid method is enhanced significantly by snloothing the corrections
for the fine grid solution. That is,
IV ('+t) = W ('') + Al.Vto/
W tie r e
;:-._.lVt,ot = --_[I/f q- _--_[¥c
The quantity ,.MVf is the solution correction from the finest grkl, and AWe is the resu]tanl
solution correction from the coarse grids. This smoothing of tile correctiolm reduces file high-
frequency oscillatiol_s introduced by the bilinear interpolation of the coarse-mesh correcl ion> aim
allows convergence of the scheme for a broader range of artificial dimipal, ion coefficienlas. The
factored scheme described for implicit residual averaging with COllst, aul, coefficients ((( = {,I = 0.1)
ts used for the smoothing.
Tile full multigrid (FMG) method is employed to provide an improved initial solution on the
finest grid in the multigrid procedure. Tile FMG method initializes the solution on a. coarser
grid of the basic sequence of grids, and iterates tile solution for a prescribed number of cycles
using the FAS scheme. The solution is t,hen int, erpolated t,o the next finer grid. The process is
repeated until the finest grid is reached. In this paper, three refinement levels are u_d for a
standard mesh density (e.g., 320 by 64 cells). Tile first, and second levels include three and four
grids, respectively, and 50 cycles are performed on each. There are five gri& in the final level.
8. Turbulence Modeling
The numerical solution of the instantaneous Navier-St,okes equat ioIrs for turbulenl, flows
requires COmlml.ing power well beyond what is currently available (ref. 63). To make 1.urbulent
flow problems tractable using existing computers, a time-averaged form of the Na.vier-Stokes
equations must be solved. If the appropriate expansiorL_ of Favre variables (ref. 64) are
substituted for the flow variables in equation (3.1), and the resulting equations are time averaged.
the nla._-a.veraged form of the Na.vier-Stokes equations is ot,lained. The._" equations ha.w _ the
sa.lne form a.s their lanfinar flow counterparts, except thai the st.res_ lensor is auglllenled by l.]le
Reynolds stres_ l.ensor, the heat flux vector is a.ugnlent.ed by the heal flux terms associa.t_'d with
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turbulence,and additionalmean-energydissipationtermsappear(in manycases,theseterms
canbe neglected).Closurefor this systemof time-averagedequationsis realizedby usingthe
eddy-viscosityhypothesis,whichstatesthat theReynoldsstressand heatflux termsarerelated
to meanflow-fieldgradients.Moreover,theeffectiveviscosityis obtainedby simply addingthe
turbulent viscosityto the molecularviscosity.The Reynoldsheatflux ternlsareapproximated
usingthe constant,Prandtl-numberassumption.Thus,the effectivenondimensionaltransport
coefficientsfor diffusionandheatconductionare
and
P = #1 +/It (8.1a)
l t
respectively. The subscript. I refers t,o laminar values, and the subscript t refers to turbulent
values. The lalninar and turbulent Prandtl numbers are 0.72 and 0.9, respectively.
For aerodynamic computations, the primary requirement for an eddy-viscosity model is to
provide a good representation of turbulence to allow accurate predictions of mean flow-field
characteristics. The desire to utilize such capability on a routine basis creates the need for
turbulence models with a. high degree of numerical compatibility. That is, these models inu_st.
demonstrate a favorable interaction with numerical schemes, and must not prevent reliable and
efficient calculations. This section presents the two turbulent, vi_osity models applied in this
paper. Specific modificatious of tile originally published fonns of the models used to improve
physical modeling and/or mmlerical compatibility are discussed.
The basic turbulence model considered is the widely used algebraic model of Baldwin and
Lomax (ref. 65). This two-layer model defines the nondimel_sional turbulent viscosity as
#l = rain [(/*t )i, (P't)o] (8.2)
where the subscripts i and o denote izmer and outer values, respectively. The viscosity in each
layer is proportional to the product, of a length .scale and a velocity scale. In the inner part of
the boundary layer,
(m); = R'-Jp L _ _ (8.3)
where Re = Re/(v/_A./), Q is the magnitude of the vorticity vector, L is the length scale given
by L = KDd, K = 0.4 (Von K£rmgtn's constant), D represents the Van Driest damping factor,
and d denotes the distance from the wall. The damping factor D is defined as
/-Zu,
(8.4)
where ,4 + = 26. In thks definition of the law-of-the-wall coordinate d +, the original shear stress
at the wall ks replaced with the maximum laminar value. Substituting the maxhnmn laminar
value prevents the eddy viscosity from vanistfing when tile shear stress goes to 0 at a separa-
t ion point. The laminar value eliminates a nonphysical behavior of the turbulence and generally
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removesnumericaldifficulties. Ill the outerpart.of the boundary'layer,the turbulent vi_osity
becollles
l/t/) o = t{.e CClau Cop p Fwake FKleb(d) (8.5)
where CClau = 0.0168 (Clauser's constant), the additional constant Cot, = 1.6, and
F,,_k_ = rain d.._x F.._x C
.... w_k_d,,,_x f,,,_,x/ (8.6)
with F,,,_x being the maximum value of the function
F(d) = d _ D (8.7)
across the layer, and dmax is the value of d at which F, nax occurs. The quantity /rdi f is l.he
difference between the magnitudes of tile maximum and minimum velocity vectors that occurs
across the layer. Tile functioll FKleb(d) represents tile KlebanotT int.ermittency factor, and is
defined by
eKj_,h(d) = ] + _.,_ (-k_l,_/ (_.s)
Baldwin and Lomax (ref. 6,5) defined tile constant (-"wake t,o 1)e 0.25. This value is generally
utLsatisfactory in transonic airfoil flows because it produces oscillatory nlovelnent of a shock
wave. A remedy for this problem is to _t ("w_k¢, = 1.0.
Tile Baldwin-Lomax (B-L) model just described is also used for wake regions. For wake
flows, the Van Driest damping factor is set to unity. The B-L nlodel can also be used to
represent transition to turbulence. However, the specification of a transition location according
to experiment is generally preferred.
When inlplementing tile B-L lnodel, care must be exercised when determining the maxinlum
of the function t"(d), especially for complex flows. Multiple peaks can occur in this function in
tile vicinity of _paration. The second peak is chosen in this case. Due to the ra.pid evolution
of the numerical solution with the multigrid nlethod, the turbulent viscosity is updated eve U
Inultigrid cycle. Less frequent evaluation can cause either a slowdown or a stall ill convergence.
The B-L turbulence model represents a balance of production and dissipatioll of turbulence.
When tile boundary layer on a solid surface is subjected t.o an adverse pressure gradient strong
enough to cause flow separation, the production and dissipation of turbulence balance break
down. The inner part of the bounda U layer responds inmlediately to the a.dver_ pressure
gradient, but the outer boundary layer experiences a delayed reaction. This delayed behavior
creates a di_quilibrium of the two regions. If tile size of the separated flow region is large
enough to a.ll#r tile surface-pressure distribution, then the history effects cannot be neglected
ill tile turbulence model. In general, bol.h the convection and diffltsion of lurlmlence should be
nlodeled to accurately predict, the turbulent stresses.
.loht_son and King (ref. 66) proposed a model to accomlt for nonequilibrium effects and used
the two-layer, algebraic model of Cebeci and Smith (ref. 67) as a foundatioll for their model. In
principle, any equilibriunl model, such as the B-L model (ref. 65), could be chosen. The basic
idea of the .lohnson-King (.I-K) model is t.o find an appropriate nonequilit>ritun factor t.o modify
the variation of the equilibrimn outer-eddy viscosity. Tile nonequilibrium factor is determined
so t.lla.t a trausl)or! equation for tile maximunl shear stress ill tile boundary layer is satisfied.
In reference 68, lhe iml)lenlentation of a modified version of the 3-K nonequilibrium n,odel is
presemed. Reference 69 gives a silnilar modified form. The elenlents of tllese fornls of lhe .l-K
nlo(lel are describe(l in the remainder of this ,'_ction.
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In reference 68, a turbulence reference quantity is defined as
where the index m denotes tile nlaxinmm of G across the shear layer. This quantity is then
used to replace the maximum turbulent shear stress divided by density (i.e., the correlation of
fluctuating velocity components given by' (-'tdv t ),, appearing in the original J-K model (ref. 66)).
Tile advantage of using Gm is that it is invariant with respect to coordinate systems. In the
formulation of reference 66, the turbulent viscosity is constructed as an exponential blending of
the inner and outer viscosities. That is,
f [(ut)i] )
Pt = (Itt)o £,1- exp L Jf (8.10)
The inner vi_osit,y ks given by
(tll)i = Re pD2K d _/_ee 91,, (8.11)
with
D=l-exp[-_ k/Pw max(pu,gm, rw)] (8.12)
An appropriate value ofA + is 1 7 (rather than the equilibrium value of 26) (ref. 70). The original
J-K model requires determining the edge of the boundary layer, since the foundation model was
the Cebeci and Smith model. This requirement is removed ill l_ferences 68 and 69 by using the
B-L model. Moreover, the outer turbulent vi_osity is expressed as
' F(ttt)o = o"7_ CClauCcp p wakeFKleb(d) (s.13)
where o- is the nonequilibrium factor previously mentioned and the other quantities are defined
the same as for the B-L model.
Assuming that G is proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy, and introducing a time
derivative, the ordinary differential equation in reference 66 gover_fing the trajectory of the
maximum shear stress is replaced with
O(_m OGre OGre (_-, [ 1/2 1/2] u:3/2,DO----T---4-tt,n'--_x+V,,-_y+al'-_m Gm - (Geq),n -t- _,,, _m = 0 (8.14)
where u,, and 't,,,, are the Cartesian velocity components at. the location of Gin. Tile quantity
(Geq) ,, is the equilibrium value of G at the location of G,,,, and the length scale L,,, is defined
a.s
Lm = 0.4d,,, (-_ < 0.225) (8.15)
L,, = 0.095 (@ > 0.225) (8.16)
with 6 being the boundary-layer thickness. An estimate of 6 given in reference 71 is 1.9dma x. In
the original J-K model, the diffusion term D,,, is defined as
a.2F(cr)
D,,, = 6 [0.7- (d,,,/6)] (_.17)
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where
F(o') = ]o"1/2- 1 (8.18)
The constants a 1 and a2 are taken to be 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. With the F(cr) given by
equation (8.18), there is a singular-like (nonphysicM) behavior of the diffusion term at o" = I.
In reference 68, F(cr) is expres_d as
F(0-)=max(0, 0"1/2-1) (8.19)
and t.lnts has a. smooth behavior at _r = 1. This F(rr) makes the diffusion term 0 in regions
of reverse flow (where 0- < 1). The use of equation (8.19) produces greater differences between
the predicted shock position and the shock position indicated by experiment for a transonic,
shock-induced, separated airfoil flow with strong nonequilibrium effects.
If .q_t2 is substituted for Gm in equation (8.14), the resuh.h_g linear equation is given I)y
where the source term is
('1 (_eq)uZ 1 "m8,,,- 2L,,,
Equation (8.14) is strictly valid along the curve determined by" the tnaximum dlea.r stress.
However, equation (8.14) is .solved along the .solid surface of interest to facilitale the numerical
solution method. The nfisalignment between these surfaces creates errors in the convection
terms (ref. 68). To reduce these errors, the velocity components u,,, and v,,, are replaced with
their projections onto the wall boundary. The spatial discretization of the modified equation
is accompfished by applying the finite-volume technique to the layer of mesh cells adjacen( to
the solid surface. A fourth-difference dissipation term is appended to this semidiscrete equation.
The same five-stage R-K _heme described in section 6 in conjunction with local time st.epping
ks used to numerically integrate the equations in time. With implicit trea.(men( of the linear
source term in equation (8.20), a Courant number of about 3 can be used. The computation of
.qm, and thus the turbulent viscosity, must be adequately converged to allow convergence of the
fluid dynamic system of equations. The turbulence model is applied once every lime step in the
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, and R=K time steps are performed for each update of
the turbulence field.
Once the distribution of gm is known, a new variation for the nonequilibritml factor cr is
calculated with the following equation:
0.n+l= n [ 9"_ ]
0- k(f_t,,/r,),,, J (8.21)
where or" is cr at time level n (mr. 70).
An Mternative technique used to solve for 9,,, that is equal to (-urn, r)7,,1/2 is a. space
marching procedure (ref. 66). When applying this procedure, eliminate the time derivative
of equation (8.20), transform to arbitrary curvilinear coordinates (_, q). and assmne g,n is
independent of the normal coordinate , / (i.e., a _ curve coincides with the transport l)ath of
g,,,). Then, obtain
1;,,, "< + 8,,, = 7_ D,,, + (8.22)
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with Um= _xUm + _yvm. A discrete equation for (gm)i+l call be written as
{(geq)_l [Al + (geq)m] }i (gm)i+l = (Al -i- gm)i -t- (AI_I _m) i
where the index i means evaluated at the previous ( location,
(8.23)
A 1 -alAs(
2LmUm
with As( representing distance along the integration path, and U,, denoting the magnitude of the
velocity vector at the actual location where gm occurs. Again, for convenience, the integration
path is taken to be coincident with the geometry being considered. This particular approach
generally seems more robust, and thus is used for all J-K computations. The original argument
in favor of the time-dependent technique concerned simplicity in extending to three dimensions.
However, reference 72 indicates that the steady equation for gm can be solved easily with first-
order, upwind differencing and point-Gauss-Seidel relaxation. Reference 73 provides additional
discussion on implementation and various forn_s of the J-K model.
9. Concluding Remarks
The elements of a class of explicit multistage time-stepping schemes with centered spatial
differencing and multigrid are defined and discussed in this report. Additional understanding
ks gained from analysis of a number of components of these schemes. Through this approach,
the benefit of a local mode analysis in evaluating bomldary-point difference stencils for the
numerical dissipation is demonstrated. The stability of the multistage Runge-Kutta schemes
ks examined. Hyperbolic and parabolic operator splitting is applied to determine sufficient
conditions of stability for the Euler and Navier-Stokes (in the absence of convection) equations,
respectively. The difficulty in rigorously deriving a sufficient condition for the full Navier-Stokes
equations is discussed. A simple tim_step estimate that. works well in practice is given. The basic
properties of the implicit process of residual smoothing for extending stability are given. Two
forms of variable coefficients for the residual smoothing procedure are considered. The formulas
introduced in this report are shown to perform much better than the formulas of reference 20
for typical meshes used to compute inviscid, airfoil-flow solutions. With these formulas, a new
set of variable coefficients is constructed that eliminates the general requirement of including a
diffusion limit in the time-step estimate. The implicit residual smoothing is also used as the basis
for one of several tectmiques that are included to enhance the robustness of the basic multigrid
method.
Both the equilibritun model of Baldwin and Lomax and the nonequilibrium model of Johnson
and King are col_sidered for turbulence closure. The implementatioi1 of these models, including
two alternatives for the Johnson-King model, is described in detail. Some lnodifications to the
original fommlations of the lnodels are made to improve numerical compatibility of the models
(i.e, make it easier to converge numerical algorithm with the model), and in the case of the
Johnson-King model, to simplify implementation and improve prediction capability.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-2199
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Appendix A
Equations for Boundary Points
('onsider the elenlenls of tile solution vector
W'=[c _, ,, s] v
a.s dependent variables, where c is the speed of round and s is the entropy. The Euler equations
relative to the rotated Cartesian coordinate system (xt ,x.) can be written as
3Wr 4" 0Wl B" OWt
0--'5-+" o.t + G,,, - {1 (al)
w]le re
A" = AIcos0+ B _sin0
B" = -.4' sin 0 + B' cos 0
_II (I
ifz
u c(3 - 1)/2 0 0
2c("i'- 1) -1 u 0 -c2( ")- 1)-1
{1 {} u 0
0 0 0 'u
gtz
'v 0 c(o - 1)/2 0
0 v 0 0
2c'()- 1) -1 0 'v -c2(_ - 1) -1
0 0 (} r
In equation (A1), 0 is the angle that the rotated coordinat, e system makes with the unrotated
system. Supt)ose the Riema,nn invariants of 1-D gas dynamics are changed to del)endent
variat)les. This is done by' first assmniug that the flow is locally homentrot)ic, and by redefining
the matrices A I and B _ as the reduced mat, rices
i ! z
n ! --
u c(? - 1)/2 0
2c(3 - 1)-1 u (}
(} 0 u
'v (} c(')- t)/2
0 _' 0
2c(')-- 1) -1 (1 'v
(A2)
Then, with the tnatrkx
Q-l ___
0
1/,/7
1/v/_
COS 0
-(_- 1)sin 0/(2v/7)
(_- 1)sin O/(2v_)
-- sin0
(_-1)_osO/(2vq)
-(_ - 1) (-osOl(2vq)
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tile reduced form of the solution vector W _ can be transformed to a new vector that is a function
of tile Riemalm invariants. In addition, the similarity transformation with Q-1 and
0 l/v/2" -1/V_"
q = cosO -x/_'sine/(7- 1) -vffsinOf('r- l)
sino -,/Tcos 01(7- 1) -,/7co_O/(-_,- 1)
can be used to diagonalize the reduced form of the matrix B'. Thus, if equation (A1), with A'
and B _ defined by' equations (A2), is prenmltiplied by Q-I the result is
Q- 1(_wt _W#Ol "}- (Q-1AttQ) 0-1 (Q-I_II@) Q-1 cow' __
--- Ox--7+ &.,, - 0 (A3)
If Q-1 is colLsidered locally constant, and the variation of W p in the tangential direction is taken
t.o be negligible, equation (A3) becomes
OW A B,, c)w = 00--'7+ Ox,, (A4)
where AB,, is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues (q_,, qr, + c, q,, - c) of B", and W is the vector
of characteristic variables defined by
-- [ t "Y'-IR+ 1 "y-IR_ ]W=q' _2 ,/72
T
with
R + = q,, + 2-----5---c
"/-1
2c
R- = q.
")'-1
ql =u cos0+v sin0
qn = --u sinO+v cosO
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Appendix B
Development of Residual Smoothing Coefficients
To obtain insight, into an appropriate form for variable smoothing coelqficients, consider first.
the approximate factorizat.ion scheme
)_+-ff,,e6e;i i+--fi-,,,a,h .x_,.j:-r,.;, 0 (B1)
where AWij is the product, of the solution vector for tile Euler equatiorrs and tile volume Q (as
determined by a transformation Jacobian), _.i,j is the residual vector for the system, and (_, _l)
are arbitrary curvilinear coordinates. The operators l* and 6 are standard averaging and central
difference operators, respectively. Thus,
,'gWi,j_ = 7£1(_i_+_l/.2j + _r i-l/2,j)
65Wi,j = ('Wi+l/2,j- Wi-1/2,j)
The transformed, flux-Jacobian matrices are defined as
_4 = G.A + _._B /
J[_ = 7/.A + 7/,vB (B2)
The spectral radii of these matrices are as follows:
"5 = _'('_) = _ (B3)
.Xq
% = _r(h) --ff
where A( and )_'/ are the characteristic speeds defined in equations (4.2.5). If the real rices _4and
_' are approximated as
;4 = o-5I
=%I
respectively, then equation (B 1) can be replaced with
I + --._o-5t, _ 6( I + .-_o'_I, , 6,t ..x_ri,o , = -R.i, j (B4)
when the scalings are taken t.o be locally" constant. Define
d( = --_-_5
&t
flq : --0"_ R
a.s the implicil smool, hillg coefficients for the _ and 7] direct.ions,
lions (B3), att(t taking
f_
_XI-
A( + A,t
respecl ively.
(BS)
Using equa,-
(B(_)
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tile smoothingcoefficientsof equations(B5) become
'})_rl (B7)
Now, consider the case where parabolic implicit smoothing operators are used instead of
hyperbolic implicit smoothing operators. In particular, consider the implicit finite-volmne
method of Lerat (ref. 52). This scheme includes two stages. Tile first stage is a physical stage in
which the change of the solution vector of the Elder equations is evaluated using a Lax-Wendroff
scheme. To remove the time step limit of the explicit scheme, a mathematical stage is applied
hi the following integral form:
/£ as ,2 [ [I,.vt xwr] dr = f£ . wda
i,j (_W)*df_ + 2 Jr +,{r,jur __.i A _J
(B8)
/_ A12[ F_ In. V(AW]dF = /_ (AW)* da (B9)AW df_ + as
}i.j 2 JF i,j+_OF i,j__ r B i.j
where AW is the change in the solution vector, the superscript (,) indicates a provisional value,
the overbar refers to a value from the explicit physical stage, the quantity f_ij is a mesh cell
volume, the vector n is a unit. normal to the boundary' curve F, and as is a constant taken to be
-1/2. In equations (B8) and (B9), the eigenvalues _r_ and 0"_, respectively, are related to the
spectral radii of equations (B3) as
c,2 f,
4 + y;4
"_= ff%7+y _
Assuming that the quantities inside the integral signs associated with the boundary, curves
are locally" constant, and that the curvilinear coordinates { and *l are orthogonal, the integral
equations (B8) and (B9) can be approximated by
1 At 2
49i,j
;+½a
[(AW)i*+I,j-(2__.W)*,j] }
= (_W) i,j (BI0)
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_2-_W i,j
1 At 2
,t f*i,j
i,j + _r
i,j-½
[(_W)i O. --(_W)i,j_l] (Bll)
where the umknowns are located a,t the cell centers. If the coefficients
8_F 2
.4
f_
a,l I d
B
f2
{which are evaluated at the cell faces_) are taken to be locally constant, and the t.ime step is
defined as equation (I36), then the smoothing pa.rameters ;3_ and ;3,j depend upon
()_ + ,_,_)
(BI2)
respectively, which are the squares_ of the smoothing coefficients obtained for the A DI scheme.
The results froth the 1-D stability analysis of _ction 7.2.1, and the understanding of the
functional dependence of the smoothing coefficients on ,_ and )_'1, provide a. foundalion for
developing ;]_ and ;_'1, respectively. To determine formulas for ;_ and ;_1' the 2-D stability of
a multistage, t:ime-stepping scheme with implicit residual snloothing is examined. Consider the
2-D, scalar, hyperbolic wave equation
g4'u, Ow b {ht'
G-y=o (B13)
Using central difference approximatioiLs for the spatial derivatives, a. _midiscrete form for
equation (B13) is written as
,._NldU, .\.r ( tv}_l,j-lt_ ]Vq (.w},j+l u,!_ "dl - 2 i-ld)- "7 - ,d-l) (B14)
where the Courant nunfi)ers
= = :xv)-5-
Lt
(B15)
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By taking the Fourier transform of equation (B14), the following is obtained'
At d_)
T = z,_%"
where tile Fourier symbol z is given by
z = -i (N_ sin 0( + N,t sin 0q) (B 16)
The caret, indicates a transformed quantity, and 0_ and 0,j are the Fourier angles for the
two coordinate directions. If implicit residual smoothhlg is applied, the Fourier symbol of
equation (B16) is replaced by'
z = -i N{ sill 0{ + N, t sin 0,j
X_X q
W he r e
X£--- 1-F23£(1-cos05) /
J= " 0,/)Xq l+2_,/(1-cos
A sufficient condition for stability can be written as
max Iz I < N*
for all 0( and 0,/, where N* is the Courant nmnber of the unsinoothed scheme. Let
The n,
or
and
• sin0( sin0q? = I:1- _x,_-- + N,_--
< :_si_°_ + :v,,_
:Lf, Xtl
? < N(f(Og) ÷ Nqg(O_t )
Fmax _< N(fmax + Nqgmax
Then, a sufficient condition for stability is given by
N(fm_x + N#gmax _< N*
From equation (7.2.7) of section 7.2.1, it. follows that
l}1
gIllaX = V/_ ÷ 43q
Substituting equation (B19) into equations (B20) yields
1
xe _ + x,,
1
__ < N *
v/_ + 4_q -
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(B17)
(B18)
(B19)
(B20)
(B21)
But
N¢- _tact - N- A¢ _ N
• At( A( + _'l 1 ÷ r,l ¢
',:-.Xlact _'1 N
Nrl- -- N I
_t o _E + A,/ 1 + r_E l
(B22)
where r,i ¢ is the ratio of the modified characteristic speeds ()%/$,_) and is also proportional to
mesh-cell-asp ect ratio. Th us, equat ion ( B21 ) becomes
N 1 1 N 1 1
N* 1 + r,i ( lk/g---- + - -+ 4& N* 1 +,.,ca v4+4.3,,
-- < 1 (B23)
In the cases of low-aspect-ratio cells (r,K << 1) and high-aspect-ratio cells (rq( >> 1), equa-
tion (B23) can be replaced by
and
respectively. Thus, write
1
<1
N* _-
Nij 1 <1
N* _-
{1 1)2]}
_£ =max _- N* 1 +'r, - 1 ,0
{[( ),]}1 _'...._" 1 -- 1 ,0
_3,1= max _- _\* 1 +;.ql
(B24)
Note that these expressions are related to the smootlfing coefficienl,s of equatiolrs (B12) for the
implicit method of Lerat.
The fornmlas of equations (B24) can also be obtained by sut)stituting the appropriate time
step estimates into the 1-D smoothing coefficient, of equations (7.2.8) in section 7.2.1. That is.
the time step of the smoothed scheme is defined as in equation (B6), and the lime step of the
ulLsmoothed scheme is a I-D time step.
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Appendix C
Multigrid Transfer Operators
When constructing a multigrid method, appropriate intergrid transfer (i.e., restriction and
prolongation) operators must be chosen. Often, these operators are selected so that they are
adjoint operators. Such a choice provides convenience in the analysis of the multigrid scheme
(i.e.. two-level nmltigrid analysis). In this section, the natural choice for the restriction operator
of the residual function when a cell-centered fitfite-volume scheme is used for discretization Ls
considered. Moreover, the restriction process involves simply summing the tine-grid residuals for
the fine-grid cells that comprise the coarse-grid cell. A piecewise constant prolongation operator
ls shown to be an adjoint operator.
Consider a 1-D domain Q = {x E _ " 0 < x _< L}. Define a fine grid Gf and a
coarse grid Gc that cover the domain f_, such that Gc C Gf. Generate Gc by eliminating
every other mesh point, of Gf (delineated by crossed lines in fig. C1). Let the mesh inter_l
(Axj)f = (xj+l/2 - Xj_l/2) f of (;f be constant. Define h = hf = (Axj)f. Then, the coarse-
grid mesh interval is hc = 2h. Let R be the residual function, and let. (V)h be a correction to
the fine-grid solution. Assmne that the unknowns are stored at. the center of a mesh cell. The
restriction operator for the residual is defined by
2
i2hD 1
,, ,_,,= K_ (h:R:),
/=1
Suppose that the prolongation operator I2/*h for the coarse-grid correction simply transfers the
r2h and
same correction to the fine-grid cells that detemaine the coarse-grid cell. The operators *h
12/'t, are adjoint operators if
, T2tJ(R_ 1_'i,,,2h)=[(I2/'i,)*R_, , ,,'2_,]= (,_, zeh, ,,_j,) (el)
I I I I I
I I ] I I I
I I i I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
, , ,
! ! !
! | !
I 1F I I
I I I
I I o
Figure (71. (',elLs ot't_o grid levels.
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where(., .) denotesan innerproduct,and the asteriskindicatestranspose.To showthat these
operatorssat.is_equation(C1), considerthe tinier product defulition for flmctions. Let. the
index /_"denote a coarse-grid cell, and let. the indices j and j - 1 represent, the corresponding
fine-grid cells. Then
,2t, n [K hJ-I (t_j-1)hl (t'k)2hhl:./,._h,w,)2_,= __. hj(lej)/,+
k
and
(Rh [ t ,' 2t, '2h)h = E (RJ)h (vk)2hhJ + E (Rj-1)h(Vl':)2h hj-1
j even j eve,,
= y_ [(::j)/,/,j+ (R __)/,/,j__](,,,.).e/,
j e Vell
Thus, these operators are sho_al t.o be ad.ioint operators. Note that if the piecewise constant
prolongatiol_ operator is repta.ced by a linear interpola.t ion operator, the operators are not adjoin t.
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